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School cuts halt SU service Activists oppose new
Seattle jail proposal
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor

Garrett

Mukai

The Spectator

TT. Minor will close its door after this year. Students will be relocated to Lowell Elementary by fall of 2009.
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
The Seattle PublicSchool District
has voted to close five area schools in
what officials are calling a "Capacity
Management Plan." The decision
will affect the community as well
as Seattle University's long standing
Children's Literacy Project—a program that places hundreds ofSeattle
U volunteers in local schools.
CLP has had a long history atSeattle University, placing roughly
6,000 students in local schools

1990. Originally serving
in the district, the
district will be closing two schools
served by the program—T.T. Minor
Elementary and Meany Middle.
Both schools have been served by
Seattle U students for 17 years.
"We will adjust, adapt and continue to work with Seattle Public
Schools," said Sally Haber, director
of the Children's Literacy Project.
"But realistically we won't be providing the same levels of service to our
greater community in terms of volunteer hours. The quality, however,
since

eight schools

will not change."
The final decision, decided last
Thursday by the school board, states
that five buildings will be closed,
eight programs will be relocated,
program wiU be created
and five programs discontinued. The
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Non-trads diversify classrooms
Pauline Diaz

than 24, married or parents,

Volunteer Writer

working professionals, reor military

turning students

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Cole Hunter, a transfer student from University Portland, learned from his experience.
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For many students, college is the natural step after
high school, when a single
decision from the spring of
senior year determines the
course ofthe next four years.
For non-traditional and
transfer students, studying at
Seattle University is a more
tested choice.
"I've always had a dream
to go to school, but life
doesn't always direct you
that way," says Anne Strange,
a junior political science
major and non-traditional
student.
"Non-traditional" refers
to students who are older
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The City of Seattle's proposal
for a new jail is not sitting lightly
with vocal members of the community. Last Thursday, Pigott
Auditorium was at maximum
capacity with opponents of the said Jessie Hagopian, a Seattle
proposed $200 million project.
public schools teachers, comCommunity activists respondmunity organizer and education
ed with the "Stop the Jail" forum journalist. •
to discuss alternative options to
Currently, the King County
a jail, state budgetary concerns Jail is the only one in Seattle.
and the current state of the jail Last May, lawyers representing a
population. They developed an former King County inmate sued
initiative to oppose the jail plan the jail for fostering poor health
and need over 17,000 votes to put conditions. Over the course of
it on the ballot next November.
five months last year, 65 inmates
When Silja J.A Talvi, an invescontracted staph infections.
who
journalist
But Catherine Chase, a pospecializes
tigative
in research on the prison system, litical analyst for the Seattle City
asked the audience to raise their Council, said the new jail would
hand if they or someone that they not be in response to conditions
knew had been in prison, 80 perin the county jail.
cent of the audience put up their
The contract for the King
hand.
County jail ends in 2013, leav"Mass incarceration is

one new

districthas primarily stated consolidation ofeducational resources as a
primary reason for closing the five
schools. According to the district,
balancing school capacPage
ity will result in a higher
quality of education for
students.

veterans.

Strange married at 17 and
not go to college after
high school. Ten years later,
she went through a divorce
did

and decided she needed to
realize her dream.
"I was 27, I was living
with my parents and I was
like, you've got to be kidding
me," Strange says.
After taking miscellaneous
jobs, from waitressing to
truck driving, Strange got her
associate's degree at a community college
Page
and soon enrolled
full-time at Seattle
University.
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Head swim coach
on unexpected leave
Team in dark two weeks before conference championships

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Head swimming coach Craig
Mallery has taken an unexplained
leave of absence two weeks before
the conference meet. The team will
travel to Long Beach, Calif, for the
Pacific Coast Swimming Conference
(PCSC) Championships Feb. 18-

21.
are with
and
as
he posas
soon
him
returning
can,"
said
Seattle
sibly
University athletic director Bill Hogan.
Seattle University announcedthe
leave on thewebsite GoSeatdeU.com.
Mallery built the swim program up
from the ground as the only coach
in the teams 12-year history. He led
the men's team to win the NAIA
Championship and the women's
team to second place in 2002.

"Obviously our thoughts

Courtesy goseattleu.com

For the past five years, at least
swimmer has qualified for the
NCAA Division II Championships.
Additionally, Mallery was named a
Coach of Excellence in
Page
2008 by the American
Swimming Coaches
one

Association.

Our top 5 pizza parlors
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The crowd was riled when

panelists spoke out against the
proposed closures of local elementary schools, which were
confirmed in a School Board vote
Thursday night.
"I think democracy fails when
we close schools and open jails,"
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Wendy Call shares experiences of craft, culture
Katie Farden

community organizer.

Senior Staff Writer

She worked for social change organizations in Seattle and Boston
early in her career. For nearly a
decade, however, Call studied and
documented community organizing in Mexico.
She received a grant from the
Institute of Current World Affairs
in 2000 to travel to the country's southernmost isthmus called
Tehuantepec and document community organizers in the region's
many small villages.
Call said rural Mexico was the
land where she learned how to
write.
"Being there was more important than graduate school by
far," she said. "I found being out
in the world was far more helpful
than being in a creative writing

Although .distinguished

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Wendy Call, the current writer-in-residence, teaches a literary journalism class based on her personal experiences traveling and writing.

Northwest Writer Wendy Call says
she has been writing most of her
life, the world won't see any ofher
early works.
"I have all these journals where
the first 50 pages are ripped out,"
she said. "As a kid I was very, very
self critical. I usually destroyed everything I jvrote."
Call eventually broke her habit
of ripping up her work. She is
Seattle University's 2009 visiting
writer-in-residence. She currently
teaches a seminar titled "Reading
and Writing Literary Journalism in
the Americas."
A freelance writer since 2000,
Call's essays and other non-fiction
works can be found in more than
30 literary magazines. She writes in
English, Spanish and French. Call
also translates poetry and other literary works.
Before she identified herself
as a writer, Call was a grass-roots

workshop."
For

years Call immersed
herself in the isthmus' communities. She lived in the central
town of Matis and spent about 15
days out of the month staying in
smaller communities for three to
five days at a time conducting
two

fieldwork.

Want more than print?

Lucky for you

We've gone digital

Check out our blog and
weekly video updates
blog.su-spectator.com/www.su-spectator.com

"I would take copious

notes

and interview people," she said.
"My guide would tell people 'This
is Wendy, she likes to follow people
around and write down everything

they say.'"
When she wasn't following
people around, Wendy spent long
hours transcribing interviews. She
said when she was back in Matis
and had computer access, she wrote
only in the early hours of the morning and the late evenings.
The heat that poured from the
sun of southern Mexico prevented
her from working during the middle of the day, she said.
"I found that my computer
worked only up to 91.5 degrees,"
she laughed. "I ruined my first
computer and I didn't know why
at first."
Call recently finished the
manuscript for a non-fiction narrative synthesizing the notes and
interviews she compiled living
with the Mexican communities of
Tehuantepec. Her manuscript, "No
Word for Welcome," describes the
community organizing she saw in
the region and highlights several
community leaders of different

villages.

|

Call shared excerpts of "No
Word for Welcome" at a public reading Jan. 28 in Wyckoff
Auditorium.
She drew largely from the third
chapter of the book, which explores
the Huave people's struggle to keep
fishing companies from establishing a commercial shrimp farm on
the community's coast. The Huave
live in the Tehuantepecan village of
San Francisco del Mar.
Stephanie Malinowski, a junior
English and women studies major,
said Call's artistic writing and detailed descriptions of San Francisco
del Mar impressed her.
"I really feel like she painted a
picture of the region," Malinowski

said. "I thought she used a nice
medium between story-telling and
journalistic writing. She has a gift
of articulating her experiences."
Call accompanied the selections she read with a slideshow of
photographs displaying the local
shrimp fishermen and their children. She said that while living
on the isthmus she wrote freelance articles so she could afford to
print pictures for community
members.
"The community said many
times when people come and do
interviews, they take so much away
and never give anything back," Call
said, in a question-and-answer session following her reading. "They
don't even know whether or not the
dissertation about them has been
published."
Call says she hopes to see her
work published in the future but is
not aiming for a specific date.
■ "In dealing with the publishing
world, setting a deadline is a way
to set yourself up for failure," she
said. "That's one of the reasons why
I like readings; you get a sense of
whether or not the audience thinks
your work is done."

Call worked closely

with small Mexican
communities.
Call is currently focusing on her
winter quarter Seattle U seminar
class, "Reading and Writing Literary
Journalism in theAmericas."
"It's interesting to teach a creative writing class because I never
took a college class in writing,"
said Call, who majored in biology
as an undergraduate at Oberlin

College.
Call said her class focuses on
techniques and writing styles to
effectively portray the lives of
others.
"Some of them [my students]
were like 'Oh my god, we actually
have to go out and talk to other
people?" she said.
She added, however, she
thought the creative projects her
students had come up with so far
held promise.
Alyssa Jocson, a senior student
in Call's seminar class, said her
professor devoted great energy and
attention to her class.
"As a person, she is just very
eager to give help and advice,"
Jocson said. "She is very encouraging whenever we come to her with
our student worries."
Before teaching at Seattle U,
Call was the Richard Hugo House's
writer-in-residence from 2006 to
2008. She co-edited "Telling True
Stories: A Nonfiction Writers' Guide
from the Nieman Foundation
at Harvard University," published
in 2007.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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School closures displace hundreds of at-risk students

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

.

The multicultural education found at TJ. Minor is displayed here in a mosaic. It will soon serve as only a reminder of the school's 17-year service to the community.
The final vote was
5 board members in
� favor, 2 recommending
more time to discuss
other options.
"The School Board has approved a plan that will truly move
Cover

our district forward to achieve out
single most important goal: providing every child in Seattle Public
Schools with an excellent education," said Maria L. Goodloe-

For students [...] the
decision was not
made in their
best interests.
Sally Haber
Children's Literacy Project

Johnson, Superintendent ofPublic

Schools, in a statement released by

million

the district after the vote.
Not everyone is satisfied with
the explanation.
Money is also a factor in the
decision, but the district has remained somewhat mum as to its
financial motives. The district does
currently face a $24 million deficit and by closing five schools they
indicate there will be a savings of
$16 million in operating costs over
the next five years as well as $33

"The board justified their decision by what was best for the kids.
To me it was really a financial decision and nothing more than that,"
Haber said. "For students at Meany
and T.T. Minor, the decision was
not made in their best interest."
This quarter, CLP has 19 volunteers at T.T. Minor and 25 at
Meany.
"We've seen a steady increase in
the number of volunteers," Haber
said.
Currently there are roughly
160 student volunteers placed in
CLP partner schools around the

"

capital

costs.

1

Not ready

district.

There was a glimmer
of hope, but we

forthe LSAT?

knew it was going

to happen.
Anna Stevens
Senior Teaching Major

Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988)for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

Students heavily involved with
CLP, the Coalition for Educational
Equality as well as teaching majors
are disappointed over the school
board's decision and are mourning the loss.
"There was a glimmer of hope,
but we all knew it was going to
happen," saidAnna Stevens, senior
teaching and history major as well
as the YMCA family outreach coordinator at Meany.
"The students are really disappointed. A lot of the students ask
where they're going to school next
year," Stevens said. "They are frustrated and we are frustrated."
She has worked at Meany for
several years, and understands that
the community as well as Seattle U
is losing a valuable partnership.
"The loss of T.T. Minor and
Meany is a big blow to the Seattle
U community," Stevens said.
The district plans to transfer
displaced students from Meany
based on where they live. Students
formerly at T.T. Minor will attend

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,J.D. and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915

in

|

Lowell Elementary. All changes

in the 2009-2010 academic
year.
Mary Hamilton, senior humanities for teaching major, pushed coalition members to sign a petition
in protest against the proposed
closures before Thursday's meeting. She indicated that quite a few

begin

people responded.
"I wasn't surprised by the decision but just so disheartened and
disturbed," Hamilton said. "What
message is the school board sending when they close a school?"
Sean McCreight, junior humanities for teaching and creative

writing major, attended two of
the school board meetings prior
to the final vote. He watched the
contentious Thursday meeting on
television.
"I was definitely expecting it,
but I was not expecting it to be
quite so clear," he said. "I Was hoping that there might have been a
little more opposition from some
of the other board members."
The focus for CLP now is helping children in their transition to
a new school. While CLP may
not have two schools on its roster
any longer, there is still work to
be done.
"The CLP has a pretty good
reputation on campus. We always
need more student volunteers. We
will probably end up sending students elsewhere," McCreight said.
On Feb. 19, the Coalition for
Educational Equality will be holding a lunchtimepanel to discuss the
school closures titled "Where is the
'public' in Seattle Public Schools?"
as part of their annual Achievement
Gap Awareness Week.
The panel will include Seattle
School board member Mary
Bass, education activist Andre
Helmstetter and Seattle U professor Mako Fitts. The panel will focus on the community's role and
influence in the school board decision making process.
"Our concern is how the kids
will adjust and adapt to this transition," Haber said. "The community aspect of a school is really
important to people."
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
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Science &
Technology
Protecting old growth
in the new world
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer

If Seward Park is Fangorn
Forest, and Seatde is Isengard, then
Seattle U student John Vincent
might as well be Treebeard.
Vincent has been mapping the
old forest growth in Seward Park
since last summer in an effort to
help preserve the area. A senior bi-

ology major at Seattle University,
Vincent has used the project as
his senior research project while
at the same time providing the
Seattle Parks Department with a
much-needed cache of data.
Vincent began cataloguing old
growth trees in Seward Park last
summer in conjunction with the
Seattle Parks Department and will
finish his project as he graduates
this summer.
"The parks department hasn't
had a conclusive survey of the
tree population in Seward Park,"
Vincent said. "So it's both a great
independent research project for
myself, heading to grad school,
and it's also nice to be able to help
the city and be able to impact the
maintenance of the park."

For his research the
Department has loaned Vincent
a GPS device that is accurate

down

to

several centimeters, and

Vincent uses this in conjunction
with graphic information system
(GIS) software. He has focused
on three coniferous and two deciduous species of trees in his efforts to map the old growth on
the Seward Peninsula.
Aside from simply noting the
locations ofold growth trees, he
also records their size, height,
canopy spread and density, trunk
diameter and general health. In
addition, he uses a device called a
Dendrometer, which expands and
contracts with a tree to measure
water uptake and loss throughout
the day.
His mapping and cataloguing
of five particular species of tree
allows the Parks Department to

better understand the factors
that influence patterns of growth
such as location and distribution,
and how being in the middle of
a high density urban area like
Seatde—where trees are exposed
to disturbance, industrial pollutants and increased levels ofcarbon
dioxide—has affected the forest.
"Seward Park is interesting
because it's in the middle of the
city, so it's obviously exposed

to things you wouldn't expect,"
Vincent said.
Vincent has worked under the
supervision of Lindsay Whitlow,
assistant professor of biology at
Seatde U. Whidow teaches ecology courses that focus primarily on
the Duwamish River and Seward
Park and maintains partnerships
with the City Parks Department
as well as the Seward Audubon

Society.
Whitlow said the Seattle Parks
Department has needed more data
on the old growth in Seward Park
for some time, but senior projects
are ultimately up to the students
themselves to propose. Whidow
oversees several other current
research projects by students at
Seatde U.
"One student's project is on
how 'alien slugs' may be altering
local forests," Whitlow said. "And
one is on how mussels can serve
as indicators of how polluted the
sound and the Duwamish River
are."
Most of his student researchers are seniors, Whitlow said, but
non-seniors do occasionally start
projects once they have done
enough background research
and become familiar enough
with ecology coursework and its

methods.
As a faculty member, he provides students with advice, introduction and tools, but eventually
they are encouraged to take the
projects into their own hands.
Seward Park is home to one of

Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seattleu.edu
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Green teach-in calls for action
Derron Yuhara

Seattle University.

Washington

Staff Writer

The Webcast features a variety
of speakers who will illustrate the
importance of the Obama administration's first 100 days of action and will discuss policy of the
presidential climate action project.
The 2009 Teach-in at Seattle U
is designed to spark dialogue and
promote social activism throughout
the campus.
Thursday Feb. 5 will include
a collection of events scattered
throughout the day to promote
discussion about global warming

After the dialogue with Cantwell,
Bon Appetit's Buzz Hofford will explain the low-carbon diet and how
students can reduce their consumption of resources by changing their
eating habits.
Gareth Green, professor of
business and economics, is presenting the economics of carbon
reduction.
"High-profile events like the

At tHis year's Association for the
Advancement of Sustainability in
Higher Education national conference, Jennifer Sorensen was inspired to bring the National Teachin on Global Warming Solutions
back to Seattle University. Starting
this week, the National Teachin will work to pressure government to take action on global
climate issues within the first 100
days of President Barack Obama's
administration.
The theme is based on four
recommendations of the Climate
Action Project: cut carbon emissions by 40 percent below state levels by 2020, create millionsof green
jobs, revitalize the United States'
economy by leading the world in
renewable technology and promote
carbon-neutral power.
"Last year, the teach-in was
more focused on awareness and
education about sustainability issues. This year we hope to bring
more advocacy, activism and civil
engagement into the structure of
the teach-in," Sorensen said.
The National Teach-in at Seattle
U begins with Solutions for the
First 100 Days Webcast in Wyckoff
Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. Wed. Feb

4.
"We are trying to work with
everyone to reach students that
wouldn't normally be reached and
provoked to think about their role
in environmental issues," said Katie
Boehnlein, junior environmental
studies major and co-president
of Environmental Students of

issues.

The teach-in is an
opportunity to see

events

state.

planned usually attract only

students who are already interested
in exploring the subject of sustainability. We are encouraging faculty to incorporate the ideas of the
Teach-in into their classes so that
[students...] can become involved
in the movement as well," Sorensen

said.
Although the events are a major

sustainability as a

part of the Teach-in, Sorensen em-

social justice issue

phasized the importance of faculty
involvement in bringing discussion
to regularly scheduled courses.

Engineering professor Henry
Louie will host an open class where
students and faculty are welcomed
to join and learn about Renewable
Energy Systems. Later, a keynote
lecture will be held in Schafer
Auditorium addressing the role of
business in sustainability.
Washington state Sen. Maria
Cantwell will be joining Seattle
U in the Teach-in with a video
dialogue with students discussing her work toward climate and
sustainable energy solutions at
noon Thursday Feb. 5' in Schafer
Auditorium."Cantwell will address current action being taken in
Congress and action being taken in

"We want to go beyond the idea
ofpreaching to the choir this year,"
Fletcher said.
The Teach-in reaches out to all
of the infrastructures of Seattle Us
campus in attempt to further the
progress of sustainability both oncampus and globally.
"It takes a long time for people
to change their perception of how
they go about operating in daily
life," said Karen Price, campus
sustainability manager at Seattle U.
'"The Teach-in is another opportunity for people to see sustainability
as a social justice issue."
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu

the United States' relatively few
old growth forest regions. Having
avoided logging by humans as well
as significant wildfires, trees have
stood there for hundreds of years
and have therefore contributed to
the development of ecologies very
unique from other forests.
Old growth forests are often
home to rare, threatened or endangered species of animals and
plants, and Seward Park is no
different. It provides habitat,
for example, for the threatened
Northern Spotted Owl, whose entry under the Endangered Species
Act ignited logger employment
controversy in the early 19905.
Vincent and his fellow biology
students will offer their findings
in half-hour presentations once
a week near the end of spring
quarter this year. The presentations are open to the public and
will be announced by Seattle Us
Biology Department.

Earn a Seattle University Certificate
•
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WSU cancels 1,000 courses
Jimmy Blue
Daily Evergreen
Uwire-Spring cleaning started
early for Washington State University
when the administration released a
list ofabout 1,000 courses to be cut
from the school's curriculum.
"Classes cut were courses that
have not been taught for a period
of time. It's more of a housekeeping thing," said Gail Siegel, senior
public relations coordinator for the
College ofLiberal Arts.
The cuts are part ofthe Academic
Affairs Program Prioritization review
process that began in October 2007.
Officials expect to remove about
18 percent of all courses taught at
WSU, said Associate Executive Vice
President Larry James. An earlier release pinned the goal for class cuts at
about 20 percent.
A potentially contentious issue
was tackled by assigning the university's 10 colleges and their departments the task of coming up with a
list of potential classes to cut. From
that point, the administration challenged several of the selections and
added suggestions, James said.
"Obviously there was some disagreement, but we tried to work out
all the issues," he said.
Working back and forth, the administration and faculty compiled
a list of 950 classes to be submitted to the Faculty Senate for a vote.
If approved, the cuts will begin

next

fall.

"Many people think degree audits are bad, but I think it's a good
thing and gives students access to
the things they need," said Kim
Kidwell, associate dean for academic programs in the College of
Agricultural, Human and Natural
Resource Sciences.

Pharmacy.
Even so, WSU has attempted
to structure the process to leave as
little impact on students and staff
as possible.

Cutting classes will free up time
equivalent to 25 faculty positions,
will lose their jobs and
the consequences for students will

yet no faculty

be minimal, James said.

This is one of the

most rigorous and
aggressive processes
of any university.
Lary James
Associate Executive VP

WSU's vetting program is on the
leading edge for universities looking
to accommodate budget cuts in hard
financial times, James said.WSU has
received calls from other universities
asking about the process.
"This is. one of the most rigorous and aggressive processes of
any university that I am aware of,"
James said. The effect of the most
recent step in the process will be
seen across the board with classes
being discontinued in all colleges
ranging from 8.3 percent of classes
cut in the College ofLiberal Arts to
38.1 percent cut in the College of

"It frees up instructors to teach
more sections of high-demand
courses," Kidwell said.
Even in the most-affected college,
there will be little effect, said College
of Pharmacy Dean James Kehrer. An
entirely new curriculum for the college that began last fall means the
majority of the classes to be cut are
no longer being taught.
James said the cuts can be looked
more
at
as cleaning up the catalog,
and representatives in a number of
WSU s colleges agreed.
In many disciplines, classes on
the chopping board were those with
few students or that had not been
taught in years. Others were crosslisted in other departments or could
be incorporated with other courses.
Eighty-nine percent of classes cut
were under-enrolled.
"None of us really like to cut
classes but realize it needs to be
done," James said. "And we are
comfortable with the list."

Questions or comments?
newstips@seattleu.edu
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ASSU is your student-elected representatives wording to advocate to make your SU experience the best it can be. We are always inter- \
ested in answering your questions and addressing your concerns and issues. We encourage you to e-mail any of your representatives and visit our !
office in STCN 360.
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Student Budget Forum—February sth, 6:00-7:00pm in Wyckoff Auditorium (EGRN 200). Voice your concerns and ask questions BEFORE the
budget is finalized. Top administration in attendance will include: Dr. Time
Leary, Senior VP, Dr. Isiaah Crawford, Provost, Dr. Rob Kelly, VP Student
Development, Dr. Ron Smith, VP Finance and Business. Come ask questions
and express your concerns and priorities for next year's tuition increase and
budget. See you there! Questions? smit2ls3@seattleu.edu.
National Teach-in on Global Wanning Major Event—February sth, 12:0012:30pm in Schafer Auditorium (Lemieux, 1 st floor). WHAT: A virtual dialogue with Senator Maria Cantwell. WHY: It's part of the National Teach-in on
Global Warming Solutions. The theme of this year's Teach-in is Solutions for
the First 100 Days of the New Administration. Be a part of this major opportunity to affect not only the world of our lifetime, but for generations to come.

Questions? fletche3@seattieu.edu.

Club President's Social—February 10th, 6-8:00pm in the Murphy Common Room. Come join other student leaders to talk about networking with
other clubs and other important issues facing campus. Questbns?

hobbsn@seattieu. edu.

PUNCH &PIE—February 18th, 11:30am-1:30pm in Student Center 130.
This is a time to get together to discuss Transfer issues and is an opportunity
for all Transfer students to congregate for the common good of the Transfer
Student Population. Have an issue for your Transfer Student Rep to take up
with ASSU or just want to talk with old friends from your first fours hours at
SU's Transfer Welcome? RSVP <S Questions to gallegoa@seattleu.edu.
Saturday, February 7th—Double Header-. Cancer

■ "•J *jjjjf

I

Awareness and Fan Appreciation Night! Get there
before tip offbefore the women's game for face

H&Siaiil&lliia paint an( j
paraphernalia! s:3opm Women's
Basketball vs. North Dakota & 7:3opm Men's Basketball vs. North Dakota
Public television star and Washington resident Rick Steves speaks to
Seattle U students at Pigott Auditorium Fri., Jan. 30.

Saturday, February 14th—Double Header: Bring Your Double to the Double! REDZONE will be PINKZONE for breast cancer awareness—wear pink! Half-time show of
"Singled-Out" during both games...stay tuned for contestant sign-ups! s:3opm
Women's Basketball vs. South Dakota & 7:3opm Men's Basketball vs. South

Frances Dinger
Volunteer Writer

Questions? lemieuxr@seattleu.edu.

The Spectator

Clara Ganey

Having lived almost one third of
his adult life out of a suitcase, travel
guide and entrepreneur Rick Steves
has learned that traveling means
more than being a tourist. During
his lecture in Pigott Auditorium last
Friday, Steves told students and faculty the art of travel is to become a
"temporary native."

Steves said. "No Americans have
been killed in Europe during terrorist attacks since 9/11."
Steves believes the most important part of travel is coming to
understand other cultures, learning
what motivates people rather than
spending the entire time lying on a
beach. Through his program, Steves
aims to respect the intellect of his
viewers and empower them to be
engaged in the culture and history

of other nations.

There's something

more important
to travel than

packing a bag.
Rick Steves
Travel Expert

After the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, Steves said he made it his mission to make sure Americans didn't
become afraid of the other 96 percent of people living on this planet.
He continued to travel abroad and
air his television shows highlighting
his adventures while encouraging
Americans to go on their own.
Steves said if people are staying
home because they are afraid, they
are part of the problem.
"There are 1,500 deaths caused
by handguns in the U.S. each year,"

"Embrace the fact that

some

people are more sophisticated
than you," Steves urged his audience, speaking of the importance
of celebrating a diversity of
interests.
But Steves admits this lesson of
understanding is an ongoing one.
He encouraged the audience to use
Europe as a wading pool for world
travel, a springboard to move toward
other destinations.
"There's something more important to travel than packing a
bag and getting on the train [...]
It makes you more of a global citizen, more than just an American,"
Steves said.
Many Seatde University students
have already put Steves' message
into practice

through study abroad

programs, service immersion and
far-reaching global humanitarian
efforts.
During the 2007-2008 academic
year, 500 Seatde University students
earned credit toward their degrees

Questions

&

comments always appreciated! Contact escandar@seattleu.edu

outside of the U.S.
Senior finance and international
business major Leah White recently
returned from spending fall semester
studying abroad in Puebla, Mexico.
Reflecting on her four and a half
months there, White usedher experience as a step toward understanding what it's like to be in a minority
group, she said.
White said her experience in
Mexico helped her gain a fuller understanding of the Mexican culture
specifically and helped her recognize
Seattle U as a great center of cultural

diversity.
"It was a blend of two experiences. I met students from Mexico,
Switzerland and all across the U.5.,"
White said.
Also venturing south of the
border, Campus Ministry annually
hosts a week-long mission trip to
Mexico where students help build
homes for under-privileged Mexican
families with a service organization
called "Esperanza," Spanish for
"hope." The organization functions
similarly to Habitat for Humanity in
that families gradually pay for their
houses and are required to be active
members of the community.
Stacey Hirst, a senior general
science major employed at Campus

Ministry, has gone on the mission
twice, first in 2007 and returning as
a group leader in 2008. Hirst found
that returning a second year made
the trip even more rewarding. On
her second trip, she was able to see
several projects completed that were
in progress when the group left her
first year.
"It was my first encounter with
actual poverty, and it horrified me.
I've taken 'Poverty in America' but
this gave me a tangible experience to
relate to my studies," said Meaghan
Driscoll, a junior English major
and member of Hirst's 2008 mission team.

SU students have
already taken Steves'

message to heart with

Another option for students

wishing to serve abroad is Engineers
Without Borders, a non-profit organization that focuses on strengthening infrastructure, sustainability and
self-reliance in developing nations.
Last year, engineering students
from Seattle University completed-five projects in three different
countries.

During 2008, students built

footbridge

to connect a

a

dormitory

church and community center
in Thailand and created a clean water system for a Thai medical center.
However, their action is not wholly
restricted to foreign countries. A
small crew ventured to Curtis,
Wash. February oflast year to help
with flood relief after heavy winter
snow. This year, EWB has taken on
four projects, three of which involve
to a

water purification.

themselves inspired to participate in
"after action" by continuing to be

Rick Steves summarized the
sentiments of the students best in
the final moments of his lecture.
"[Travel] is about celebrating the
planet, coming to understand other
cultures and then coming home [or
goingabroad] to make a difference,"
Steves said.

involved in social justicein Seatde as
well as exploring other possibilities
to go abroad.

Frances can be reached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu

study abroad courses.
Many involved have found
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Specs of the week Panel proposes arrest alternatives
Olympia bill could help
lower textbook prices for
college students

Yakima lawmakers
propose four-day
school week

Representatives in Olympia
plight many
college students suffer several
times a year the expensive cost

Five Yakima Valley lawmakhave proposed legislation that
would allow districts to set school
weeks at four days. The senators
who proposed the bill say that it
would help save money on utilities, transportation, maintenance
and food.
The State Board ofEducation
currently requires that students
attend 180 days of school, but
this law would change in-school
days, while still requiring students to receive 1,000 hours of
instruction.
Under the bill, districts could
choose whether or not to cut back
to four days and can choose the
day. School days would be lengthened in order to make up for
the short school year, but some
class periods, like science labs,
might lengthen to fit all the
material.
During the 1970s energy crisis, New Mexico switched to four
day weeks to cut expenses. Nearly
100 small, rural schools across
17 states have already made the

aim to address the

-

of college textbooks.
Representative

Mike

Armstrong, R-Wenatchee proposed a bill that would require
college bookstores to disclose information such as ISBN numbers
at least four weeks before class
starts so that students can shop
around to find the best prices.
Armstrong had personal interest in writing the bill with his own
son spending more than $800 on
microbiology textbooks at the
University of Washington.
Releasing ISBN numbers, instead of just title names and authors, can allow students to find
the right editions of text books
so that they do not have to rely
entirely on set prices by college
bookstores.
According to the U.S.
Government Accountability
Office, textbook prices have nearly tripled from 1986 to 2005.
The bill would require that
publishers disclose prices up
front to professors so that they
can shop around accordingly.
It would also require that publishers offer textbooks without
supplemental materials, such as
CDs or workbooks, which can
cost extra.

The Evergreen State College
has opposed the bill, saying that
because their curriculum is based
on current issues, the four week
price disclosure period would
be too far in advance to set
booklists.
The fact that students at
Seattle U must buy text books
three times a year and pay higher tuition rates has forced the
textbook industry underground.
Many Seattle U students have

collected and resold books

to

other students and Amazon

to

turn a

profit.

Metro prices on the rise

King County Metro increased
bus fares by 25 cents on Sun., Feb
1. Two-zone peak-hour trips now
cost $2.50, one-zone peak-hour
trips costs $2. The off-peak fare is
now $1.75. The fare increase also
raises the prices ofsome monthly
passes and ticket books. Youth
and senior ticket prices did not

change.
Metro officials said the increases will help make up for a
revenue shortfall caused by current economic troubles and last
years record gas prices. This fare
increase will enable Metro to
maintain and improve the reliability of its system, according
to Metro.
Seattle University students
can continue to buy discounted
monthly bus passes at Public
Safety.

ers

switch.
City installs bike
parking near campus
Come spring weather, Seattle
U bike commuters will have a
few additional parking spots by
Seattle U—and this time they're
on the street.
The Seattle Department of
Transportation installed a bicycle rack in a car parking spot
outside of Stumptown Coffee
Roasters and Cafe Presse. The
spots will be surrounded by an
elevated curb to offer protection,
and bikers will be able to enter
the spot from the sidewalk. The
new racks should fit eight bikes,
according to SDOT.
The rack installed Feb. 2 near
Xavier Hall was the first one
built in Seattle, but the city's
goal is to have one or two per
neighborhood. Capitol Hill's
second rack will be installed between E. Harrison Street and E.
Republican Street on Broadway
E.
The new racks may help alleviate bike parking congestion
prevalent on campus during nice
weather, according to previous
Spectator coverage.
ASSU commuter representative Nicole Hobbs told the
Spectator in October that she
would like to see the administration review its current number
and placing ofbike racks.
"When I was walking around
campus looking for signatures,"
she said at the time, "everyone
was bringing up biking.
"Administrators haven't responded to the lack ofbike parking on campus," she added.

Comments or questions?
newstips @seattleu.edu

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Jesse Hagiopian, former teacher and journalist, advocates for an initiative to oppose the new city jail.
Cover

�
ment

misdemeanor inmates. The county told
cities they should plan
on building replace-

jails.

Seattle needs 445 beds, while
northern and eastern cities estimate they will need 200 beds

collectively.
Chase said studies will be done
the proposed construction to
see if it qualifies. The city is currently in the process of evaluating
the environmental impact of the
jail placement and will complete
its report by 2010. Several sites
have been named as the potential location, including Interbay,
South Seattle, Bellevue and
Shoreline. Local residents in each
area have protested the
construction.
The activists who gathered at
Seattle U saw the issue of jail space
as indicative of larger social issues.
Jessie Hagiopian, former Seattle
public school teacher and journalist, said society too often focuses
on short-term fixes, profit and the
status quo.
"When there is $200 million
to spend on a jail, there is enough
money for schools," Hagiopian
said. "We need a few remaining jail
spaces just for those who refuse to
put resources into education."
The School Board estimates it
on

will save $16 million this year in
operating costs by closing several
local schools.
Alexis Harris, an assistant professor ofsociology at the University
of Washington, has investigated
pre-arrest diversion programs,
which she says are far less costly
than county jail maintenance.
She said it takes $58,000 to send
someone through the county jail

does

not.

"I do believe there actually needs
be a place for some people to be
kept away from society if they are
doing harm to themselves or others," Talvi said. "But that is not to
say that human rights should be
violated."
She found in her research that
conditions in jails and prisons are
often rough for women.
Dean Spade, an assistant professor of law at Seattle University,
said prison conditions are worse
for transgender individuals because they are not counted by
the prison systems. Spade, a female to male transsexual, spent
a day in jail for trying to relieve
himself in public.
"The biggest homophobe is the
criminal justice system," Spade
said. "There is nothing salvageable
about the criminal justice system
as it is."
to

system.

She said

it is unreasonable to get jail numbers down to zero.
"There needs to be someplace
for domestic violence and drunk
driving misdemeanors to be diverted," Chase said.
Some of the panelists called for
complete abolition of the jail and
prison system, but Talvi said she

one

such alterna-

tive program, the Clean Dreams

Program, costs $8,000 to give aid
and assistance to those who committed misdemeanors and has an
18 percent recidivism rate.
"We actually help people, but I
don't think is a too lefty progressive
ideal," Harris said.
King County and Seattle currendy spend $300 million each year
on treatment for arrested offenders, including services for mental
health, chemical dependency and
programs to end homelessness. The
county also operates a Drug Court
which serves approximately 550
people at any given time and has
Mental Health Courts for stabilizing individuals.
"I don'tknow if there is a lot of
awareness of current treatments,"
said Chase.
She said that no one ever really
wants to build a new jail but added

Emily can be reached at
holtel @seattleu.edu
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Elderly care programs at risk with new cuts
Sara Bernert
News Editor
Seattle University students and
concerned members of the community advocated in Olympia on
Tues., Feb 3 to protect services for
the elderly from budget cuts.
The proposed budget for 20092011 would remove Medicaid funding for adult day health programs.
These programs provide supportive
communities for at-risk elderly and
serve as alternatives to more intensive, and often more expensive, care,
such as nursing homes.
This cut proposal is among many
that would impact Washington's social services.
"It's like having to choose between education or taking care of our
grandparents," said JenniferPearson,
a senior socialwork major who traveled to Olympia on Tuesday. "There
are so many important services that
are going against one another as they
compete for funding. All ofthem are

really important."
Pearson was one of three Seattle
U social work majors supporting elderly health programs during the issue's lobby day. JuniorMegan Rivera
and senior Megan Lavin worked
with Pearson and employees and
patients at Elder Health Northwest,
an adult day health center on Bth
Avenue and Jefferson Street, to prepare advocacy materials.
They gathered statements from
participants at the program, asking
them how ElderHealth has impacted their lives and what they would

do without it.
One participant said that, without the physical activity, mental
stimulation and community support he received at Elder Health,
he "would go back to being a

vegetable."
They printed

statements such as
this on the backs of photos of the
participants and presented the material to state legislators.
"It's much more difficult to say
no to someone if you've seen their
face and heard their story," said
Tiffany Hammer, volunteer coordinator for ElderHealth. "We wanted
to share the voices ofthose who will
be affected by this decision."
In addition to giving the photos and statements, advocates for
ElderHealth and other adult day
health programs also spoke with
representatives. Rivera, the junior social work major, said even
though she did not personally get to
speak with a state legislator, she felt
the work they had done was
important.
"They [the legislators] may not
understand what is going on," she
said. "They may just be thinking
about money, not what would happen to the elderly."
That is a sentiment echoed by
other advocates.
"We have to make a case for
those who don't understand that
it's more than justsaving money, it's
saving lives," said Doug Harkness,
outreach and media manager for
ElderHealth.

day health programs argue cutprevented with positive, supportive
Medicaid
would
lead
funding
programs."
ting
to an increase in state spending. If
For Hammer and the three
theirs
Seattle
like
are
no
U students, their visit to
longer
programs
available, patients may instead be the state capitol was an important
sent to nursing homes, a more exstep for their cause. Their work will
continue until the budget is set in
pensive option.
Nursing home care costs an average of $66,000 a year per person,
whereas a year at ElderHealth costs
$7,000, according to Harkness.
"The results ofcutting the funding for adult day health programs
would wipe out any projected savings," Hammer said.
According to Hammer, even if
only 10 percent of the 1,250 clients
served by ElderHealth's program
were moved into nursing homes,
it could cost the state up to $12
million.
For Hammer, and others close to
the patients in these programs, the
most worrisome aspect ofthese cuts
isn't the economic consequences but
what could happen to elderly were
these programs cut.
Harmmer cited the Portland
Veterans' Affairs Hospital as an example. In 2000, the hospital closed
its adult day health program, causing half of its former participants
to move into higher level of care
such as nursing homes. By the
end of the year, 20 percent of the
program's former participants had
died.
"It's scary to think about, and it
has caused a lot of uneasiness within
our staff," Hammer said. "I don't like
to think about what could happen,
because those things can be so easily

April. Pearson and Lavin hope to
together a community forum
on the issue, and Rivera said she will
continue her policy work by starting

put

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

Free tuition at WSU
Connor Wildey

Daily Evergreen
UWire-Paying for college
ition can be a

tu-

difficult burden for

students to bear.
Attending select Washington
State University Cougar women's
basketball games at home this season could change that, as a new
program will hand out free tuition

for

a semester to

random

stu-

dents—if they're in attendance.
"We're trying to encourage
more student participation at
women's basketball games," said
Chris Evans, athletics promotions
coordinator. "A promotion like
this will help us draw people [to]
come to more games throughout
the year."
At women's basketball games, a
random student from the Pullman,

dafad
Those who work with adult

letter writing campaign.
"[...] I would encourage all students to participate in the lobby
days for causes that are important
to them," Pearson said. "This is an
important issue to support because,
of course, we'll all grow old some
day."
a

Wash., campus will have their
name selected and called out. If
that student is in the stands, he or

she will have 60 seconds to make
it to center court and claim the
$3,400 check.
To claim the check, the student
must make it to the court before
time is up and present the checkholder with a student ID.
Attendance at women's

basketball games averages 829
people at home games this season and has not been as high as
hoped. With the new giveaways,
along with video features, a drumline, lights-out introductions
and more, the team is looking
to gain support from the student

body.
"With Top 20 recruiting by
coach (June) Daugherty, the program is going in the right direction, but they can use more support," Evans said.
The "free for a semester" tuition giveaway has four more appearances this season: Feb. 6 vs.
Stanford, Feb. 20 vs. USC, Feb.
22 vs. UCLA and March 6 vs.

Washington.
Odds On Promotions,

a

pro-

motions insurance agency, is sponsoring the raffle, and an opportunity for free tuition for a semester
is a unique one for students.

"Our old director of external
affairs had this program running
a long time ago," Evans said. "We
didn't have the funds to do it until I got Odds On Promotions to
sponsor it."

Questions or comments?
newstips@seattleu.edu
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Leadership Development and Seattle University
Applaud your Achievements!

Maura Rendes

Recognized for her work w/
Up Til Dawn, the Responsible
Endowments Coalition, and
other community activism

Nicole Grabler
Recognized for her work as
Lead Sacristan in Campus
Ministry and w/ Sacristan

retreat

We thank our Fall Quarter recipients for their daily acts of
leadership. They will be celebrated at our Student Recognition
Awards for their continued commitment as leaders.

TO NOMINATE STUDENTS WHO DEMOSTRATE
LEADERSHIP IN ACTION PLEASE VISIT

www.seattleu.edu/leadership
*Winter quarter nominations due by February 20 th
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Trespass Warning
January 28 1:00 p.m.
A non-affiliate male was found in
a residence facility, and the male
was recognized as having been
involved in an earlier alcohol incident. The male was trespassed
warned from University property by Public Safety & Seattle
Police Department.

How do you feel about the
closure of Guantanamo Bay?
"I fully agree with the closure
of Guantanamo Bay, but I also
understand the challenges. We have
all of these prisoners now, what are we
going to do with them?We hold all the
rest of the world to these standards of
not committing war crimes, with the
Geneva Convention and s***, but at the
same time, we're committing these war
crimes ourselves. Hypocrisy!"

Safety Assist
January 30 1:00 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a person trapped inside a Bellarmine
elevator. The person was able to
get out after some assistance,
which Public Safety followed
up on.

"It's pretty exciting. It's big news.

Torture needs to stop."
Theft
January 301:00 a.m.
An A.V. lab technician reported
to Public Safety thattwo microphones were missing from a
storage cabinet.

David Sepulveda
Senior, Visual Art

Dave Rowe
Junior, Individualized Business

"It's surprising. It seems like it would
take a lot longer."

Theft
January 30 12:30 p.m.
Two roommates reported to
Public Safety that cash, iPods,
and gift cards were missing from
their room. The students said
they have a habit of leaving their
room door ajar, however when
they leave they always secure
it. Public Safety found the door
and locks all in normal working
order. There were no sings of
forced entry.

Jenna McKee and Adrien Leavitt

First Year Law Students

"I think it's a good thing, but I'm curious
to see where all the prisoners end up
going. Our country.. .somewhere else?"
Jeremy Dashiell
Junior, Political Science

"I have mixed feelings. Those
people are going somewhere—it's
Guantanamo or somewhere else. It
seems fake to me."

Medical Assist
January 30 3:20 p.m.
Public Safety.& SFD responded
to a student complaining of flulike symptoms for over 24 hours.
SFD determined the student
needed further medical attention.
Public Safety provided a vehicle
transport to a local hospital.

"I'm so happy it's closing. It restores a
lot of my faith in the system—the fact
that it can be closed and that there are
people who will close it."

Suspicious Vehicle
January 30 10:40 p.m.
Public Safety on patrol found a
motor scooter that appeared to
have been striped and abandoned on the southwest corner
of the Universitu Advancement
house. SPD responded and impounded the vehicle.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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Jordan Laine
Junior, Journalism

Ava Cole
Sophomore , Music

Interviews by Pauline Diaz and photos by Jessica Ishmael

Blog of the week: 'Taken' has action, awareness
Amanda Rinkel
Spectator Blogger
The backdrop of the new Liam
Neeson film, "Taken," delves into
the seedy, unknown world ofmodern day slavery. Yes, slavery still exists,
and in higher numbers than any time
in history. The seemingly cliched action flick is about a former CIA "recoverer" who is trying to reconnect
with his estranged daughter.
She and a friend go on a trip to
Paris, and there, the action begins.
She is kidnapped by human traffickers, and Neeson goes on a mission to
rescue her. "Taken" weaves through

the drug fueled, violent world of
human-traffickers.

The film is an action

movie, but it does

something most
action flicks don't.
But ultimately at the heart ofthe
film is a father doing everything he
can to save is daughter. The film is an
action movie, but it does something

action flicks don't. It raises
awareness on a hidden issue. The issue of human trafficking, which happens to be the second largest criminal enterprise in the world—behind
most

drug trafficking.
Slavery hasbeen embedded in our
history, in one way or another, since
history began. Yet criminals today
have taken over the trade with new
tactics. Many think the idea of an
American girl in a 'safe' city getting
kidnapped and sold into slavery is
too far-fetched. Yet it happens. It's
the unknown side of the slave trade.
Thousands of women in our own
country are tricked or kidnapped for

the purposes of slavery, like Shauna
Newell, a typical Florida teenager
who recounted her story to NBC.

Instead of another film

review,

here

some statistics on the issue of
modern day slavery. Take a moment
and educate yourself.
First, a human life costs $90
the average cost of a slave around
the world. Second, conservative estimates place 27 million people in
slavery today. And finally, at least
14,500 slaves are trafficked into the
U.S. each year.
are

—

Amanda can be reached at
rinkela@seattleu.edu
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50. Golfer Ernie
52. Welcome
53. Pathetic
55. Travel from place
to place
57. Perception
63. Woody's boy
64. Alert, knowing
65. Brought up
67. Membership fees
68. Ancient physician
69. Goneril's father
70. Advantage
71. Headband

Down
1. At all
2. Grave
3. Netman Nastase
Pcittern
5. Defeats
6. Unwind
7. It's got you covered
8. Slovenly person
9. Jazz pianist Art
10. Iranian city
11. Nod off
12. Bartlett's abbr.
13. Gun, as an engine
21. Organization
22. Slugger's stat
25. Improve
26. Verve
27. Carplike fish
29. Dreadful
30. Miss Piggy's query

32. Quick and nimble
33. Rain writing
34. Religious doctrine
36. Antiquity, old-style
38. Green prefix
41. Rage
42 WcltChful QUclfdicin
43. In a terrible manner
48. Seep through,
biologically
49. Tree syrup
51. Sound investment?
54. Hauls
56. Upright
57. Gunk
58. Designer Cassini
59. McGregor of
'Trainspotting"
60. Light ring
61. Nabisco cookie
62. Close
63. Summer drink
66. Dr. ofrap
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Non-traditional students are defined as
married, with a family or single parent, a
working professional, a returning student,
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Commuter
students are
defined as any
student who does
not live on campus.

*AII information courtesy of Seattle University Office of InstitutionalResearch. Illustration not to scale.

Life of a non-traditional student proves taxing
might be beneficial to have some sort
of transfer student group, besides the
monthly luncheons with transfer
students, faculty and staff.
"I wish that transfer students
could get together and be able to be
recognized as a group within campus," says Nelson. "But then again,
it's not that important either."
Nelson, who was a leader on the
New Student Retreat this year, says
transfer students are often unintentionally overlooked.
"We tried to get the message out
there that [the New Student Retreat]
was for transfer students, but everyone just kind of forgot," she says.
"Everybody [recruiting] was just like,
'Are you a freshman? Come on the
New Student Retreat!' and I think
we had one transfer student on New
Student Retreat in the fall."
Hunter ended up joining his
freshmen roommates for many of
their orientationactivities.
"For the transfers, there was
basically nothing to do the first
few days. My roommates had all
these meetings with their groups
and stuff, so I joined with their
groups," he says. "I pretended I was a
TTie Spectator

Garrett Mukai

At the age of 17 Sarah Nickol joined the military out of financial need. She recently enrolled at Seattle University to finish her degree.
"The only thing they can
Cover
never take from you is
your education," she says.
"They can take away your
car, your home, your self-esteem.
But nobody can ever take away
your education."
College was also a dream deferred for Sarah Nickol, a junior
international studies major. When
she was 17 and couldn't pay for college, she joined the Army and was
later deployed as a combat medic to
Afghanistan and Iraq. Nickol's military service ended this past August,
just before she started fall quarter.
"It's very different relating to
other soldiers than relating to other
students," Nickol says. "It took so
long to make friends so that I had
things to do on Friday nights."
She also notes some frustrations

�

Seattle University reserves the
in dealing with younger students still
Reidy Collegium especially for
transitioning into adult life.
non-traditional and graduate students. The collegia are meant to be
a comfortable space for commuters
The only thing they
to study, eat and build community.
"There was one girl who cooked
can never take
Asian food all week in the Reidy
away from you is
Collegium a couple quarters ago,
and it was free all week long," reyour education.
calls Strange.
However, the collegia program
Anne Strange doesn't do the trick for everyone.
"I was using the collegia proNon-Traditional Student
gram a lot when I first got here,"
says Nickol. "They do a really good
"It's not their fault. They just left job trying to make it feel comforthome for the first time," she says. "I able, but it was still kind of weird
wouldn't wish my experiences on for me."
Transfer students echo a similar
anyone, which means that I have to
take theirlack ofexperience and deal sentiment.
with it."
"I give the transfer program
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Transfer students are defined
as any student transferring
from either a two or four-year
institution to pursue a degree
at Seattle University.

freshman, basically."
Nelson also feels overlooked when
it comes to scholarships, noting her
annual award here is $7,000 lower

than at her previous school.
"I think that they figure that they
people credit," says Cole Hunter,
a sophomore business major who don't have to lure you in with scholtransferred fall quarter of this arships, because they've already got
year. "But it is a hard situation to you. You want to transfer here."
deal with."
For the most part, though, her
experience has been positive.
"It's my perfect fit," Nelson says.
Hunter adds he has learned from
I think that they figure
his experience.
that they don't have
"Transferring was a good thing
because I realized what was important to me," he says.
to lure you in with
The same idea applies to nonscholarships^..]
traditional students.
"Everything is just wide open. It's
Kristin Nelson this whole world of choices that I
Transfer Student didn't have before," says Nickol. "It
makes you figure out what it is that
you want."
'
i
Kristin Nelson, a junior international studies
transferred Pauline can be reached at
of
last
winter quarter
year, thinks it diazm@seattleu.edu
>
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eaking the mold:
il students bring life experience to classroom
Recent UW crunch makes transferring more challenging
Derron Yuhara

Staff Writer
Fernando Sioson

Volunteer Writer
The application process for transfer students presents an opportunity
for change but coming up in spring,
transfer students hoping to attend
University of Washington will all
be denied.
While transfer students were
accepted during the fall quarter,
UW closed its doors to transfer students for the rest of the year due to
budget concerns.
The UW is currently over-enrolled
and not receiving funding for more
than 1,100 students. The projected
funding reduction will take away
about 13 percent of the university's

funding.
"Any cut on the budget will impact our already over-enrolled camstate

pus," says Phillip Ballinger, director
of Admissions at the University

ofWashington.
Governor Christine

Gregoire's

proposed $3.5 billion cut to
Washington states public education
funding is one of the many frowned
upon attempts to make up for the
state's budget shortfall in the upcoming biennial budget. Washington
state's budget, currently in the revision process, will take effect July
1.
With the combination of an
over-enrolled campus and expected
funding cuts, the University of
Washington has frozen admissions
for transfer students for the upcoming spring semester. UW's student
body consists of approximately 70
percent new freshmen and 30 percent transfer students, mostly from
local community colleges.
"Admitting more students will
only compound the enrollment
problem. With the pending budget
decision, all admissions will be affected in the future," says Norm Arkans,
associate vice president ofMedia and
Public Relations at the University

ofWashington.
Although the decision to not admit new students this spring seems
unfair, Arkans emphasizes the problem that new students would not get
the resources they deserve.
"Until the final budget has been
signed by the governor in June, we
can only estimate the adjustments
that will need to be made, and hope
for less," Arkan says.
At Seattle U, transfers make up 28
percent ofthe undergraduate population. Out of 4,026 undergraduates,
1,182 of those are transfer students.
The majority of these transfer students, exactly 999, live in off-campus
housing, while 183 students live in
the residence halls.
"When I first got here, I was absolutely lost," says Alexis Gallegos,
senior public affairs major and ASSU
transfer student representative. "I

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt

Kristin Nelson, a transfer student at Seattle U, wishes transfer students could be a more recognized and active group on campus.
met very few people, felt absolutely lost, which I think most
people can understand when they
come into college, but I hadn't been
to college in over 14 years, which is
something most transfer students can
empathize with."

had

Seattle U, unlike many

other campuses, at
least has a program in

place to assist transfers.
Alexis Gallegos
ASSU Transfer Representative
Although the number of transfer
students who apply to Seattle U has
been falling since 2005 (1,587 applicants down to 1,280 applicants),
their admission rate is still 10 percent lower than that of incoming
freshmen. Transfers admitted to
Seattle U total 55 percent versus
the admission rate of 65 percent for
new freshmen.
A total of 709 transfer students
were admitted last quarter, of
which 384 enrolled, compared to
3,266 admitted freshmen, of which
888 enrolled.
Transfer students generally come
from the local Seattle and greater

Washington area. They commonly
spend one or two years in a community college such as Seattle Central
Community College before deciding
to apply to a university institution
like Seattle U or the UW.
The bulk of these transfers
to Seattle U enter the nursing
program.
The announcement that UW
would not take any more transfers for
the rest ofthe year takes away many
options an individual interested in
attending school in Seatde would
typically have.
Though University ofWashington
will turn away transfer students
for the upcoming spring semester,
Seattle U doesn't seem to be facing
the same predicament. Seattle U,
a private institution relying much
more on tuition payments and endowmentsthan federal funding, will
not be cutting admissions for transfer
students at all.
"We will not be cutting admissions in any capacity, especially when
it comes to transfer students," says
Matisse Fletcher, senior ASSU atlarge representative who also works
in Seatde Us Admissions Office. "We
just aren't having the same budget issues that UW is having."
Programs to assist transfer students in transitioning into their new
school, such as the ones offered by
way of Commuter Student Services,
are fairly uncommon.

"Seattle University, unlike many
other campuses, at least has a program in place to accept and assist
transfers," Gallegos says. "People here
have to be mindful of the fact that
a large portion of the community
consists oftransfer students."
Transfer students at Seattle U,
just like commuter students and
non-traditional students, enjoy the
benefits of the collegiums' system.

maintaining the collegiums, sponsors
numerous events to attract transfer
students to Seattle University.
A monthly luncheon series helps
transfer students become involved
in various programs such as study
abroad, Student Activities and
Career Services. An annual barbecue in the fall put on in conjunction with the Writing and Learning
Center also assists in orienting new
Collegiums offer transfer students, transfer students.
non-traditional students and comThe Commuter and Transfer
students
muter
special services and Student Services office serves as a
on
a
central spot for transfer questions
study spaces
daily basis.
and resources. The office distributes
transfer portfolios, which include
academic and campus office inforAdmitting more
mation, a student guidebook, inforstudents will only
mation on the Collegia Program,
transportation resources, and child-

compound the

enrollment problem.
Norm Arkans
AVP of Media Relations, UW

Recent concerns have sprung up

regarding the McNulty Collegium,
housed in theLemieux Library. With
the library's upcoming move, Seattle
U will suffer the temporary loss of
one of its collegiums.
Diane Schmitz is the director of
commuter and transfer student services at Seattle U who, in addition to

resources.
"Our community is blessed to have
such a strong transfer population,"
Schmitz said. "The transfers bring a
wealth of experience from other settings, a focused commitment to their
academic life, a desire to get involved
and an amazing ability to juggle multiple responsibilities which often include commuting, work, family and
service endeavors."
care

Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu .edu
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Top Priority Pizza: The Spectator's five favorites
Piecora's

Hot Mama's

Palermo

Pagliacci

Via Tribunal!

Flaky crust makes flaky service worth it at Juliano's
meat toppings, vegan meats are
available too.
The menu denotes which toppings are vegan and gluten-free.
Pizza can be ordered by the slice,
quarter-pie or half-pie.
Salads and other bread sides are
available, even vegan cheesebread.
Julian*? himself cooked and
served garlic bread and a 12-inch
glutenful pizza with vegan "mozzarella," basil (topped with balsamic

vinegar),

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Juliano's is run by a vegan-friendly, Italian cook of the same name.
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Ol
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The hours posted on the door of
Juliano's Pizza, a vegan pizzeria on
Capitol Hill, read "Noon-3 a.m."
Apparently these hours are subject
to change at Juliano's will, as a "Will
Return At..." sign frequendy graces
the often locked front door.
Juliano's is a small one room restaurant located on Pine Street and
Minor Avenue. The single room is
adorned with birthday gift bags,

Christmas

ornaments,

bike gears,

googly-eyed drawings and

posters

on the walls. Faux grapevines twist
along the ceiling while snowboards
rest on the wall and medieval armor
hangs behind the counter.
Juliano's offers vegan, glutenfree and "traditional" pizzas and
calzones. Calzones and 12-inch
pizzas are "glutenful" and 10-inch
pizzas are gluten-free with a plethora of toppings to choose from.
There is one vegan cheese option,
a "mozzarella." Along with regular

tomatoes and

olives.

The crust was crunchy and
crumbly, delicately dusted with
herbs and like nodiing this writer
has ever tasted before. The garlic
bread is made from the same crust,
topped with garlic and cheese, and
cut into generous slices. Ihe vegan
cheese tastes just like regular cheese;
however, the consistency is a little
different, ft doesn't quite melt the
same but it is just as delicious.
Toppings can get expensive
though. The pizza and garlic bread
was $26, but it was definitely worth
the price.
It's been reported that Juliano's
Pizza is a hotspot for midnight
pizza, so call ahead if you plan on
coming in late and don't want to
wait. Juliano said they have a karaoke machine and often bust it out
on random weeknights. He said
they also host a lot of birthday parties, which explains the gift bags on

JessicaIshmael

•

The Spectator

The pizzas can contain a variety of vegetable and "meat" toppings.

the wall.

Juliano's Pizza is a fun and
eclectic hole in the wall located
at 1211 Pine St. Vegan or not, it

is worth the walk for a pizza
experience one won't find
anywhere else.

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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For gourmets craving a more traditional Italian eating experience, Capitol Hill's high-end pizza hotspot offers perfect recipes for hipsters, singles, couples and elders alike
Neumos Crystal Ballroom, this
small piece of real estate houses a Neapolitan-style pizzeria
and bar.
Walking into the restaurant,
the low lighting and candle
filled rectangular space puts
its customers into an intimate
dining experience.
The minimal decor on the walls
gives the guest the sensation ofbeing in a larger space, and the pieces on the walls by Tom Hemmen
(who also did the stained-glass
renderings of the saints in the
University Services Building) will
make any Seattle University student take a second glance.
Via Tribunali is geared toward the pizza lover with a large
wallet and a much more adventurous

palate.

The minimal decor

gives the guest the
sensation of being
The Spectator

Garrett Mukai

in a larger space.

Tribunali's pizzas are prepared fresh in keeping with Italian tradition.
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
There

are

three words that

can be used to perfectly describe
Capitol Hill's Via Tribunali: "fancy," "international," and "hipster."
Located two doors down from

The standard margarita pizza is
on the menu, but no one will find
Hawaiian or barbecue pies here.
Instead, these thin crust creations

made in a much more traditional, Italian style: very little
cheese and high quality ingredients. There is no other pizza place
like it on Capitol Hill.
A very friendly but somewhat
slow wait staff greets guests with
a smile and a menu of salads and
what the restaurant states as personal size pizzas. In this writer's
opinion, a pizza the size of a large
are

plate

can

feed

two

people,

gling 20-something singles.
A wood-burning oven like
Tribunali's is always a good sign
to see in a pizzeria, as it usually
designates the quality of the food
is high.
The fresh arugula, prosciutto,
mozzarella, and the mushroom,
ham and onion pies that were
brought out to the table were
delicious and balanced in their
flavors. The caprese salad was a
light but scrumptious starter to
the meal but probably not worth
the $ 12 price tag.
The array of the usual condiments like parmesan, pepper
flakes and garlic were at our table, but one request to our server
out a

Rarely

seen at other Seattle

zerias, this oil

piz-

provides a unique

way of spicing up the dishes being brought out and also gives the
pizzas a well deserving oil soak to
make up for the lack of cheese.
While the food is good,
the menu prices are a little
out of reach for the average

college student.

not

just one.
The crowd was filled mostly
with older couples on dates or
parties feasting after a long day's
work. The bar was filled with min-

brought

olive oil.

chile-pepper infused

Tribunali is geared
toward the pizza lover
with a large wallet and

an adventurous palate.
The average entree sets back
guests at least $11 and the appetizers are in the same range.
Students would probably want
to make Via Tribunali a special
night out or a dinner with their
parents, but it is definitely worth
an attempt for the pizza lover who
wants a bit more history and style
in

their dishes.

Via Tribunali is located
Pike
St.
E.

at

913

Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu.edu

Pizza Fusion loses footprint, maintains flavor
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
While all good things are worth
waiting for, when a good pizza
takes longer than 40 minutes it's
natural to wonder what's going
on. Such was the case with Pizza
Fusion.
Part of a larger chain, the Pizza
Fusion on Capitol Hill is clean
and nice enough, with its warm,
expensive light fixtures, colorful
flat screen TVs, industrial ceilings,
and eco-friendly paintings on the
walls, but all of these aspects make
potential hour-long wait for pizza
just a little less trying.
The idea for the chain is heartwarming, two college friends got
together to brainstorm how to
make organic and wholesome
food more accessible to the public, and even have it delivered to
their door. Pizza Fusion prides
itself on the fact that the business
offsets one hundred percent of its
carbon footprint, which is quite an
accomplishment—and 100 percent
achieved very carefully through the
almost exclusive use of organic and
recycled goods. Even Fusion's deliveries are green, as they are made in
Toyota Prius hybrid cars.
The pizza isn't half bad either.
All of the ingredients are organic,
which makes the average pie a little
bit more expensive than those at
other restaurants, but it tastes great.
And it's great on one's conscience.
Served on wooden holders, the
pizza comes in 9-by-l6 inch rectangles, or 8 slices per pizza. The
pizza itselfis textured, flavorful and
ostensibly more pastorally prepared

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Part of a larger chain, Pizza Fusion's mission as a restaurant is to deliver high quality dining without polluting the environment. In keeping with
this goal, Fusion makes its deliveries using bike, scooters, and Toyota Priuses, in order to reduce their carbon footprint to almost zero.
than other chains. What makes it
seem more genuine are the quality
ingredients, which adhere to the
chain's mission without sacrificing
flavor.
The service is friendly, only apparently slow on occasion, and the
kitchen (of which the customer
is afforded a wide window view)
and bathrooms are spotless. Pizza
Fusion's menu also includes items
beyond pizza, like salads, sandwiches, breadsticks and even beer

and wine. The chain is also conon 12th Avenue
and Madison Street, right across
from the Ferrari dealership next to
campus.
At a healthy average ofaround
$20 for a pie, Pizza Fusions organic
bites are well worth it, as long as
you don't mind the off chance of a

veniently located

lengthy

wait.

Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu

Have a favorite pizza place we missed?
Take the pizza poll online at su-spectator.com and let us know!
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Former student dazzles with director debut
The nature of the play and its
short scenes force the situations
on stage to resolve abruptly or at
some points not at all, producing awkward and mind-straining
predicaments that leave the audience without any hint of how to
react. The most common reaction
was

laughter.

If you are going to a
live show, you have
to get something
different out of it.
Keith Hazen-Diehm
Director

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Keith Hazen-Diehm, who graduated with honors from Seattle University's drama department in 2007,
made his professional theatrical debut Jan. 30 with his take on Edward Albee's "Counting the Ways."
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
The lights come up on the stage
at the Shoebox Theater introducing
a couple at a table. "Do you love
me?" says the girl, and the lights
go out signaling the end of the first
scene in Edward Albee's "Counting
the Ways."
The intimate nature of the show
was complemented by its stage at
the Shoebox Theater. Aptly named,
the Shoebox provides a completely

stripped and very small setting for shows like "Counting
the Ways," which focused more
on character conversations than
plot development.
The production, which opened

Jan. 30, observes the structural en-

tity of relationships and the question of what love is. It is directed
by Keith Hazen-Diehm, a Seattle
University alum who graduated
with degrees in philosophy and
drama. A fitting first professional
production for Hazen-Diehm,

Updike dies at 76
American writer remembered for his portraits of everyday life
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor

encouragement Updike received
from his mother moved him to

New economic plans call
Americans to look forward, but
the passing of lyricist and writer
John Updike calls members of the
writing community to take a look
back at a man who documented
American society for the last
50 years.
John Updike passed away Jan.
27 from cancer at the age of 76.
He found his stories in the ordinary lives of Protestant middle
class Americans. Writing on love,
marriage, divorce and sex with wit
and candor, Updike developed a
prose that focused on the beauty of
small moments.
Updike published 60 books
lifetime, including poems
his
in
and essays. A native of Reading,
Pa., Updike wrote for The New
Yorker and won the Pulitzer Prize
for "Rabbit is Rich" and "Rabbit at
Rest," as well as the NationalBook
Award. The "Rabbit" series follows
the lifeof a former high school basketball star who slips into depression and marital discord. Many of
his stories are preoccupied with the
philosophical condition of com-

people.
Though he once wanted

writing. He spent his first three
summers after high school working as a copyboy at The Reading
Eagle newspaper before attending Harvard for his undergraduate studies. He graduated summa
cum laude and met his first wife
at Harvard.

In 1964 the State Department
invited him to tour Eastern Europe
as part of a cultural exchange program between the United States
and the Soviet Union.
In a preface to an edition of
early short stories that won the
PEN/Faukner Award for Fiction,
Updike said his intention was to
give the mundane its beautiful due.
His life had its own small sufferings. He lived with psoriasis and
said his skin's "embarrassing overproduction" was a large source of
his prolific creativity.
Later in life, he ventured into
the world of magical realism
and foreign lands to experiment
with new styles, without ever
erring from his signature voice.
Phillip Roth called him a national treasure along the likes of
Nathaniel Hawthorne.

mon

be
an animator for Disney, the endless
to

Emily can be reached at
holte@seattleu.edu

"Counting the Ways" provides a
quirky and relatable setting for any
person who has been in any type of
relationship. Its hour-long runtime
is comprised of 21 extremely short
and thought provoking scenes that
follow the two nameless characters through the turmoil of their

Hazen-Diehm was surprised by
the amount of laughter that occurred during opening night.
"Laughter is a very interesting
thing in theater because people
laugh for many different reasons,
like being uncomfortable," HazenDiehm said.
The play is a great attempt at
putting the audience in an uncomfortable situation. Even the
script directly points that goal out

relationship.

by constantly breaking the "fourth
wall," forcing the crowd not only
to be spectators but also become
part of the production. The characters break their roles constantly in

The show itself is more of
observation than a developed story, but that is not to
say it doesn't have some parts of
pure enjoyment.

the show, and this concept is what
drew Hazen-Diehm to Edward
Albee's play.
"Now, we have television and
film," Hazen-Diehm said. "If you

an

going to a live show, you have to
something different out of it."
The breaking of the "fourth
wall" connects the audience with
what the play is trying to do. Most
of the crowd came into the theater
expecting to be entertained by a
show and ended up being a part of
it, thinking about their own relationships and how it compares to
the situations happening right in
front of them.
"I was really surprised' how
often the actors broke character,"
said Lynn Speilman, an audience
member. "It made the show much
are

get

more interesting."
While older adults occupied
most seats, the few college-aged
people in attendance really enjoyed
the show.
"I didn't expect the show to
be that funny," said Annie Rose,
a sophomore French major at
Seattle U.
And funny it was; with two
well-trained and seasoned actors,
the trials and tribulations of a
couple struggling to find love in
an already committed relationship
is portrayed brilliantly. HazenDiehm's direction was superb and
intentionally awkward.
"My job more often than not
was to be an interpreter for Albee,"
Hazen-Diehm stated, satisfied with
his professional directorial debut.
"Counting the Ways" will run
this Friday and Saturday, Feb.
6 and 7, at the Shoebox Theater
located at 1408 18th Ave. in the
Central District.

Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu.edu

Classical as a crime fighter
Cody Shepherd
Staff Writer
When most people think of
prevention, they don't think
ofclassical music. However, recent
research has found that Mozart
might be the answer to mugging,
Bach the solution to break-ins
and Tsaichovsky the quick fix for
crime

shootings.
On March 13 Jaqueline Helfgott,
chair ofSeattle University's Criminal
Justice Department, will give a
talk at the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C. about the use of
music as a tool in situational crime
prevention techniques. The talk,
entitled "Halt or I'll Play Vivaldi!
Classical Music as Crime Stopper,"
is part of a two-year series of lectures at the Library of Congress
about music and the brain. Helfgott
has spent a great deal of time researching the relationships between
popular aesthetic conventions and
criminal behavior.
Helfgott's talk will focus on the
part that music plays in burgeoning
efforts to "design out crime" from
high-risk public places. Routine
Activity Theory, for example,
states that crimes such as theft are
normal—they occur often and
usually are not reported, and they
are caused not by wickedness but
by opportunity. Decreasing crime
then is simply a matter ofeliminating opportunities to commit them.

Playing classical music in high

crime

such as train stations or drug
corridors changes the way those locations are perceived by criminals in
much the same way that increasing
lighting and blocking off alleyways
does, by reducing the desirability of the location as a place for
criminal activity.
Another part of Helfgott's discussion will address the relationship
between music, criminal identity
and aesthetic style.
"Music can be the glue that
brings together social groups,"
Helfgott said. "People have tried
to use Barry Manilow [in the same
way as classical music], because
everybody thinks he is so uncool.
And no self-respecting gang member is going to want to hang out
where Barry Manilow music is being played."
Helfgott will be giving her
talk in conjunction with Norman
Middleton, a senior music producer for the Library of Congress.
Middleton is conducting his own
research on the aesthetics of classical music and its relationship to
criminals by surveying high school
students with a questionnaire about
music. He points out that most
criminal behavior in the United
States begins at the high school
level, and much of his research is
aimed at illuminating the average
teenager's aversion to classical music. Middleton notes that "muzak"
areas

[e.g. elevator music] follows similar principles, establishing a neutral
environment by avoiding affiliation with any particular aesthetic
or demographic.
Music is not the only alternative
method used to prevent criminal
recidivism. Jason Wirth, associate
professor in Seattle Us philosophy
department, worked with a Seattle
U student last year on a project that
offered Zen meditation lessons to
prison inmates, with the intention
of decreasing their potential for
committing another crime. Wirth
supports Zen meditation as having
greater potential toward getting at
the root causes of crime than situational prevention techniques. But
he points out that Zen meditation,
in particular, is not an easy answer
or quick fix to criminal behavior.
"You've got to have a strong
commitment to it, or it's not going to work," said Wirth. "[With
situational prevention] you're just
postponing or displacing the problem, you're not addressing it. Zen
is much more interested in getting
at the roots of a disordered mind.
That's why it's much harder."
The lecture series on "Music and
the Brain" is available on podcast at
the Library of Congress Web site:

loc.gov/rr/perform/concert/0809musicandthebrain.html.
Cody can be reached at
shepher2@seattleu.edu
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Alexie on campus

Beloved Northwestern author to speak at theology bookfestival

On the reel
'New In Town' in theaters,
not what audiences expect
Alexandra Vojdany
Badger Herald, U. Wisconsin

Marcus Smith

Flickr

Native American author Sherman Alexie will be at Seattle U Feb. 7.
Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer

faith, church-state matters and

At Seattle University's
Commencement in 2000, Stephen
Sundborg, S. J. bestowed Pacific
Northwest author Sherman Alexie
with an honorary degree.
"Sherman Alexie, you have
captivated the American imagination with what you call 'little
books about one little reservation in Washington state,'" said
Sundborg. "Your work to replace
our flat vision of noble savages
with three-dimensional portrayals of modern heroes and villains
who happen to be—and I defer

signings-and sales, numerous short

theology.
The festival will include book

presentations from more than 40
authors, faculty and alumni as
well as keynote speeches by Alexie
and James Wellman.
Wellman is an associate professor of American religion and
chair of the Comparative Religion
program in the Jackson School
of International Studies at the
University of Washington, as well
as the author of several books.
There will also be presentations by various Seattle U faculty members, including Gary

to using your term here—lndian

Chamberlain, Dan Dombrowski,

has garnered critical acclaim and
commercial success."
Alexie's so-called "little
books" have earned him over
60 awards since his first book of
poetry in 1991, "The Business
of Fancydancing."
His awards include 2008
Boston Globe-Horn Book Award
for Excellence in Children's
Literature, the 2008 Stranger
Genius Award, two inclusions
on the New York Times Notable
Books list and the Sundance Film
Festival Audience Award for the
movie "Smoke Signals" in 1998.
Other famous works by Alexie
include "The Lone Ranger and
Tonto Fistfight in Heaven" and
"The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian."
"The way I see it, he's an
American Indian living in the
modern world, and he's split between his native heritage and the
American capitalist mentality,"
remarked Scott Henney, freshmen
pre-major. "It completely comes
through in his writing. You can see
the compromise between native
spirituality and American middle
class values. He's a genius."
Despite his level of success,
achievement and fame, his coming arrival at Seattle University
has not been widely advertised
Alexie will be at Seattle U Feb.
for
the First Pacific Northwest
7
Spirituality and Theology Book
Festival, "Search for Meaning."
This event will take place in the
Pigott building, with check-in beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the Pigott
Atrium, and ending at 5 p.m.
The festival intends to focus
on the exploration of spiritual
themes. It will feature regional
works regarding spirituality,

Ted Fortier, David Leigh,
S.J., Sharon Daloz Park and
Jamal Rahman.
Alexie's presentation, The Jesus
Fish: Salmon, Resurrection and
Lamentation, will begin at 2:15
p.m. in the Pigott Auditorium.
According to the Web site for
the Seattle U School of Theology
And Ministiry, this well-known
and prolific author was selected
to be a part of the Book Festival
largely for two reasons. First, he
is exceedingly popular and likely
to appeal to the broad range of attendees. Second, his writings deal
with the conflict that often arises
between spirituality and the rest
of the material world.
Alexie spent his childhood ostracized by the rest of his schoolmates on the Spokane Indian
Reservation because of his infatuation with literature and learning.
Because of this experience, he has
donated much of his time to visiting schools on various reservations and inspiring the children to
devote themselves to school, and
not be afraid to excel.
He is also passionate about
battling the stereotype of Native
Americans as slow, alcoholic,
casino-addicts.
Sundborg's final words at
the 2000 Commencement help
sum up Alexie's contribution
to literature.
"Your voice brings a new perspective to our understanding of
life in the Northwest, of our region's first inhabitants, and of the
modern-day struggle we all share,
to make peace with our collective
past," Sundborg said.
Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu

Sometimes you see a movie,
and the movie you see doesn't
entirely resemble the movie you
thought you would see.
Take, for example, the latest romantic comedy "New
in Town." Although the film
does resemble the rom-com
trailer we all have been watching, the film is more about
Renee Zellweger's character and
her transformation.
"New In Town" chronicles
the story of Lucy Hill (Renee
Zellweger), an aspiring CEO.
When she is given the responsibility of directing the reform of
a manufacturing plant in rural
Minnesota, she plans to do so in
a strictly professional manner.
However, after being saved
from a near-death experience
by fireman Ted Mitchell (Harry
Connick Jr.), Lucy allows herself to emotionally connect with
her employees.
When Lucy's boss tells her that
the factory is going to be shut
down, she finds herself caught
in between the two worlds and
in the position of saving the fac-

assistant and newfound friend
Blanche Gunderson (Siobhan
Fallon, "Baby Mama") who is
the standout personality in this
movie.

Apart from the bad
Minnesotan accent, she plays
her part well as a reflection of
small-town Minnesota.
While "New In Town" is unpredictable in certain aspects, it
is not suspenseful and it does
not

compel the audience

to

care about the conclusion of
the movie. The depiction of
time and transition between
occurrences and interactions
did not help either. Time soars
by unexpectedly fast in this
movie, sometimes catching the

audience members off-guard.
This inconsistency causes brief
confusion in how the relationships have developed at such a
rapid pace.
"New in Town" admittedly has entertaining

moments

throughout, especially the heavily-accented language. It is not
every day you hear somebody
say, "Oh, for crying in the beer
cheese soup." There are actually
a

couple of exceedingly humor-

ous scenes.

The humor is especially
comprehensible to native
Midwesterners. It may be diffitory, and the workers' jobs along cult for others to fully understand
with it.
the references to Midwestern
The main catalyst for the film weather and culture.
is the humor that fills the divide
Although the movie had its
between Lucy's city life and Ted's funny moments, it is definitely
rural life. Zellweger carries out not worth taking a bus for.
her part well as an icy, powerhungry businesswoman.
This marks a departure from
her past roles as the lovable,
quirky woman, and she pulls it
off well.
However, Connick Jr. does
not stand out at all; any other
actor could have played his character. He makes no strong presence, and this film shows he's not
leading man material.

Apart from the bad
Minnesotan accent,

Zellweger plays
her part well.
The chemistry between the
is not anything strikeither.
Although a rom-com
ing
law typically states that viewers
must root for the romantic interests, viewers are left with nothing to care about.
This is largely due to the
finicky flow of time that occurs through the movie, which
leaves us wondering where Lucy
and Ted are in their relationship
and, again, why we care.
As far as the characters are
concerned, it is Lucy's local
two actors

'Slumdog' challenges
Indian aristocracy
Paras D. Bhayani
Harvard Crimson, Harvard

In the past few weeks,

"Slumdog Millionaire" has
become nothing short of a
worldwide sensation, earning a
jaw-dropping 10 Oscar nominations and grossing far more
than anyone imagined the
movie would.
The adulation for the movie
is much deserved. And any minor flaws "Slumdog" may have
are overshadowed by the unfair
and worrisome criticism that
has been aimed at it by Indians.
Most of the disapproval focuses
not on what makes the movie
weak (the farcical plot and me-

diocre character development)
but that which makes it strong
(the gritty emphasis on the desperately poor country that is still
modern India).
A number of prominent
Indians, led by prominent
Bollywood figures, have condemned the movie for depicting India as a poor, dirty, lawless
and backward nation. Amitabh
Bachchan, perhaps Bollywood's
most successful living actor, said
that the movie "causes pain and

disgust among nationalists and
patriots" because of its unwarranted portrayal of India as a
"Third World dirty underbelly
developing nation."
If I had

"Slumdog"

a

criticism of

it would be that the

film leans

too heavily on the
time-honored protest model,
one summed up by "Crash" director Paul Haggis, when he said
in his 2005 Oscar acceptance
speech that, "Art is not a mirror
to hold up to society, but a hammer with which to shape it."
But even if "Slumdog" does
succumb to this weakness, that
compares favorably to the average Bollywood flick, which lacks
both narrative credibility and
social impact.

Slumdog will hopefully

inspire Bollywood to
make more work of
notable substance.
The result is that a nation
with so many challenges and so
vibrant a film culture produces
so many movies that feature

meaningless plots punctuated
only by feel-good song-anddance routines. Indeed, it's not
that the movies fail to penetrate
the surface—it's that they don't
even capture it. And so it has
fallen to talented British producers to make movies that actually bring India to life, as the

estimable Richard Attenborough
did in 1982 when h-e
made "Gandhi."
Apart from the renewed focus on India's struggling underclasses, I hope that the lasting
legacy of "Slumdog" is that it
inspires a new generation of
Bollywood producers to produce
films that are at once psychologically credible and socially
substantive. Decades ago, this

happened regularly.
The legendary Indian director Raj Kapoor's greatest success came when he traversed
the forbidden lines of religion,
class, and sexuality by making
a movie about the romance between a wealthy Hindu boy and
a poor Christian girl.
For Bachchan, perhaps a
more constructive activity than
trying to discredit "Slumdog" is
to make a movie like it himself.
Those who think that "pain and
disgust" are the appropriate reactions for India's "nationalists
and patriots" are simply abrogating their responsibilities, then
complaining when others pick
them up.

Questions? Comments?
Contact The Spectator at
spectator@seattleu.eclu
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Assistant coach Kat Cuevas steps in for Mallery
The details of Mallery's
leave have not been released. Federal laws in

Cover

�

place

protect Mallery's
as an issue with Human

privacy
Resources

on

according

to

Seattle U's campus,
Hogan.
Calls to Mallery's cell phone were
not returned as of publication.
Assistant coach Kat Cuevas
has assumed the position of interim head coach during Mallery's
absence.
"We don't know when he's
coming back," Cuevas said. "It
could be before or after conference

[championships]."
The team, coaches said, doesn't
know any details about Mallery's
leave.
Jacob Gallucci, freshmen business management major, said the
team was told not to ask any questions and to respect his privacy during this time.

"Some people are kind of weary," Gallucci said. "Kat's had to do
some stepping up, and I give her
props for that."
Gallucci said it's been weird not"
having Mallery around, especially
since the team is in the dark about
Mallery s absence.
Andrew Miron, junior electrical and computer engineering major and swimmer, said
the team was instructed to
not start or circulate rumors regarding Mallery's leave.
"We were told not to speculate,"
Miron said.
He said he hopes Mallery
will return soon with the PCSC
Championships two weeks away.
"I'm nervous for the rest of the
season," Miron said.
The PCSC Championship meet
is the last one for swimmers who do
not qualify for the American Short
Course Championships in the first

for the ASC Championships
similar to those for D-II
Championships. Only one swimmer, junior Doug Djang, qualified
past D-II cuts.
As for the rest of the season,
Cuevas said Mallery is still the head
coach.
"We'll continue [the season] in
the spirit that Craig's established
and the way that he has coached,"
Cuevas said.
Many team members and athletics staff praised Mallery and look
forward to his return.
"He's a terrific colleague for all
of us," Hogan said. "We're hoping to get Craig back in the near
future."
cuts
are
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Garrett Mukai

Kat Cuevas stepped in as interim head swim coach indefinitely.

Taylor can be reached at
week ofMarch.
Cuevas said she is looking forward to competing at PCSC.
"We've got some big oppor-

tunities to win," Cuevas said.

olsont@seattleu.edu

She also hopes that more swimmers will qualify for American
Short Course Championships. The

Ben can be reached at
watanabl @seattleu. Ed u

Promotions down, spirit's rising Men's hoops beats
SIU-E on the road
that wanted to add spirit to Seattle
U sports games.
"What we're trying to aim for is
basically just get a whole bunch of
people there all wearing the same
color," said Lemieux. "I mean,
yeah, it's not exciting when no one's
there, but since my freshmen year
I think there's been a great increase
in the amount of people I've seen
at

the games."
Another group that offers pro-

motions to Seattle U's games is the

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Winning records and few home games have created a long missing
sense of school spirit at Seattle U. Fans often fill stands as pictured.
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
There were undeniable pains
taken to promote the Seattle
University men's basketball game
on Jan. 1. The game was advertised
through e-mails and posters during
the last four weeks of fall quarter,
and many prizes and perks were
offered as incentives to go, including early admission back into the
residence halls and discounted food
and drink at lower Queen Anne
restaurants.

One month later the perks and
promos are few and far between.
"We definitely want to promote the women right now
because they're playing really well," said Kaitlin Kimura,
graduate assistant for Athletics
Marketing. "So are the men,
but we just kind of want to spread
ourselves out."
Kimura explained that in addition to efforts to promote
women's basketball with SU Idol,
she and her coworkers have created promotional posters for the
swim team and have begun to
organize halftime promotional
events for the men and women's

double-headerbasketball games on
Valentine's Day.
Kimura works alongside Chris
Cadogan, also a graduate assistant
for Athletics Marketing. Their job
is to promote and try to coordinate
better turnout for Seattle U games
in every sport.
"It was more difficult to promote before Jan. 1 than it is now,"
said Cadogan. "But since Jan. 1
it's been a lot easier. People have
been more receptive to the Athletics
Department as a whole."
But even with the Athletics
Department's view of a higher
level of acceptance on behalf of its
promotions, some other groups feel
that it isn't quite enough.
"I do think everyone could
be doing more," said Rochelle
Lemieux, strategic communications major and president of the
RedZone. "And I also think that
people need to remember that there
is more than one sport a season, so
there's a lot of work to be done."
As president ofRed Zone, it isn't
technically Lemieux's job to help
promote the games, but that's what
she's had to do in order to generate
interest in her club. RedZone started two years ago as a fan section

SU Spirit Squad. This school spirit
collective consists of the cheerleaders, the dance team, Seattle U's pep
band the Hawk Rawkers and the
mascot, Rudy the Redhawk. Kate
Kelly is the spirit squad coordinator, essentially coaching all of the
individual coaches of these more
focused groups.
"This year there have been more
people at the games," she said. "I
don't know if it's how they're selling
tickets or if it was the hype of the
Jan. 1 game, but after that we've
seen a huge increase."
Kelly also said the mascot and
the dance team have received some
media attention from local magazines and MTV, something Kelly
believes can only bolster Seattle U's
fan base and athletic spirit.
But while some view the turnout at the games in an entirely optimistic light, other promoters see
the amount ofwork that's ahead of
them and believe that it's a matter
of patience and hard work to get
students interested.
"We would always love to have
a higher turnout, but that's our
job," said Josh Cooprider, assistant
athletic director for marketing and
external relations. "In terms of our
marketing and promotions, this is
the first year that we've had positions toward doing this, so we're
starting from the ground up."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu

Callero attributed his team's

Kevin Atchley
Volunteer Writer
For the Seattle University
men's basketball team, it was all
about offense and putting up
points last week. Seven days later
the Redhawks found a new way
to lift them to victory: dominate
the paint and grab rebounds. The
Redhawks grabbed an astonishing
48 rebounds en route to a 71-51
victory Saturday night over SIUEdwardsville in front of 1,171 onlookers at theVadalabene Center
in Edwardsville, 111. The win kept
the Redhawks' winning streak
alive at five games and brought the
Redhawks to 13-6 and dropped
the Cougars to 7-15.
Michael Wright led the way
for the Redhawks in scoring and
rebounds with 18 points, 15 re-

bounds and

two

steals. Wright

six of 13 from the field, including two of four from 3-point
range and four ofsix from the free
throw line. This was Wright's second consecutive double-double
against Edwardsville.
Seattle Us head coach Joe
Callero was impressed with his
team's rebounding throughout the
game. He said he was surprised by
how many offensive rebounds his
went

team

both a decisive refactor
and multiple
bounding
defensive schemes.
"We changed our defensive
up four or five times tonight,"
Callero said.
Specifically, the Redhawks paid
close attention to the Cougars'
Mark Yelovich, a 6-foot-5-inch
freshman forward.
In the last meeting between
Seattle U and Edwardsville,
Yelovich was a thorn in the wing
for the Redhawks. He put up
25 points, including four of six
from beyond the arc to lead the
Cougars in scoring.
"We concentrated on making
sure we closed our zone tonight,"
Callero said.
"We always had a guy close
to Yelovich."
This close defensive attention on Yelovich worked for the
Redhawks, as he only had six attempted shots all game, good for
just nine points.
Callero also said he was
surprised by the final score of
the game.
"I thought it would be a nail
success to

grabbed.

"I can't remember in 22 years
of coaching when a team gets
more offensive rebounds than
defensive ones," Callero said.
Of the Redhawks' 48 rebounds, 25 were offensive and the
remaining 23 were defensive.
"We had aggressive rebounding," Callero said.
The Redhawks' 25 offensive
rebounds almost matched the
Cougars' combined total of 27.

biter, honestly," Callero said.
Callero said he hopes the 20point road win gives the team a
boost in the process.
"I hope we can carry our momentum and success into the next
game," Callero said.
The Redhawks play North
Dakota on Saturday, Feb. 7 at
Seatde U's Connolly Center. The
game will be the start of a threegame home stand and the last
home games for the Redhawks.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
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Eddie O'Brien: Former SU point Ergomania brings top
guard, pitcher and Santa Claus area rowers to Connolly
Katie Farden

When Seattle University's head
men's baseball and basketball coach
A 1 Brightman first attempted to
recruit Johnny O'Brien in 1949,
the high school senior from South
Amboy, N.J. told the coach he
didn't have time to talk.
O'Brien was out of breath. He
had just gotten to first base in a
baseball game in Wigita, Canada.
"A 1 introduced himself and I
said 1 had to go," he recalls. "I told
him I had just gotten the sign to
steal second."
Brightman continued his efforts to recruit O'Brien and his
twin brother Eddie to play baseball and basketball for Seattle U.
The next fall, the 5-foot-9-inch
150-pound twins packed their
bags, left their town of 72,000
residents and headed west to be
Seattle U Chieftains.
"My parents were a little apprehensive about the distance,"
O'Brien said. "But my dad insisted
that we go to college instead ofsign
a pro ball contract."
O'Brien played guard for Seattle
U's basketball team and pitched
for the baseball team from 1950
to 1953.
The Chieftain's basketball team
accumulated 90 wins and 17 losses
in the three years O'Brien was on
the varsity team. They entered post-

play each year.
The Chieftains also displayed
their strength on the baseball diamond in the early '50s. The men's
baseball team won 62 games and
lost 14 from 1951-1953.
O'Brien says the team chemistry factored in the Chieftain's
many triumphs.
"We were a close knit group,
and we were all about team work,"
he said. "The success you have in
season

team sports

depends completely on

that: the players you're with."
O'Brien said all of the athletes
on scholarship lived together in
Veteran's Hall, a former residence
hall at Seattle U.
He added A 1 Brightman's leadership style contributed to the success
ofboth teams.
"He was the kind of coach we
all liked," O'Brien said. "He was
a motivator,

extremely disciplined

when

practices, and alhow we were going to

it came to

ways told us
beat a team."
O'Brien said the coaches did
not regularly scout other opponents
before games when he played for
the Chieftains.
"We just showed up and played,"
he said. "It was always just the

game."
O'Brien and his brother Eddie
were noted for their quick and aggressive style of play. The NCAA

next

named the twins All-American
in 1953.
O'Brien signed as a pitcher with
the Pittsburgh Pirates directly after
his last game playing as a Chieftain
in 1953.
"We went home for one day to
visit my father, and that was it," he
said. "The next day we were flying
out for spring training."

Players

the 2000-meter men's and women's

Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer

Senior Staff Writer

collegiate rowing events.
Other events included men's

Marathons on treadmills, indoor

skydiving and competitive spinning
are three of the agoraphobic community's favorite past-times. Indoor
rowing is the latest addition to the
list, an activity the Seattle U crew
team

participated

in

Saturday.

Ergomania is an indoor rowing competition started in 2003
by the George Pocock Rowing
Foundation. It attracts competitive
rowing teams and individuals from
various academic institutions in
Washington and the Northwest.
Ergomania is named for the

"Erg" machine, standard exer-

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

Former baseball and basketball star Eddie O'Brien, seventh on the
all-time team, helped propel Seattle U to athletic fame in the 19505.
O'Brien said the main differbetween playing collegiate
athletics and professional sports
was the quality of the opponents
he faced.
"You were facing a great defensive team and a great pitcher every
game," he said. "Every day you were
on the same field as a future hall
of famer."
O'Brien faced 52 athletes that
would one day enter the MLB Hall
of Fame during his five seasons
playing for the Pirates.
O'Brien left the major league in
1958. He accepted the position of
Athletic Director and head baseball coach at Seattle U. O'Brien
also coached the men's freshmen
basketball team.
"It was a lot of work," he said
of his experience returning to
coach Seattle U athletes. "We
didn't have the coaching staff
we do today, but it did get me
back out on the baseball diamond
every spring."
O'Brien said growing up his
brother and he enjoyed playing
baseball more than shooting hoops
on the hardwood.
"Out here on the West Coast
they think of us as basketball players, but back on the East Coast,
we're baseball players," he said.
"Baseball was our first love."
O'Brien left Seattle U in 1980,
when the university transitioned
out of D-I athletics. He said he
was disappointed to see Seattle U
leave D-I.
"The school is an outstanding
school," he said. "And I like to see
everything operating at the highest level."
After he left Seattle U, O'Brien
spent six years in the shipping business in Alaska. Today he is retired,
ence

but not inactive.
He stays involved in the operation of O'Brien Baseball Camps,
instructional day camps for ages
9-12 baseball players.
O'Brien has also been a part of
the Forgotten Christmas Run for the
past 35 years. The volunteer-based
program, headed by his brother,
sends volunteers dressed as Santa
to deliver presents to the homes of
low-income children in the greater
Seattle area on Christmas Eve.
O'Brien organizes transportation for the run each year. He
said his position of "Senior Head
Santa," however is the most important role he plays in the Forgotten
Christmas Run.
"For the last 35 years I've gotten
to be Santa every year for the past
35 years," O'Brien said.
O'Brien has visited 600 homes
and 2,500 children in his years as
"Sr. Head Santa."
The organization distributed
13,000 presents this year to 911
families this year, despite poor
road conditions.
O'Brien also spends much ofhis
free time with his family. He has
nine children and 14 grandchildren
and lives with his wife Terryl.
John Dougherty, Seattle U's
athletics development officer,
has known O'Brien since 1961.
Dougherty described O'Brien as an
individual dedicated to Seattle U.
"Eddie is a very caring, compassionate and energetic person
who loves Seattle U and its mission," he said. "He is very willing
and helpful in assisting us in our
challenge of return to Division I
athletic competition."

cise equipment that simulates the
activity of rowing the same way
an exercise bike simulates Lance
Armstrong's favorite hobby.
Saturday saw the competition
wash up on the Connolly Center's
north court, which underwent a
temporary makeover in the form
of fresh economically-priced blue
carpeting, specially designed for
maximum rowing efficiency.
After paying a $50 registration
fee, competitors were treated to
a mixture of hip-hop and techno
music for what turned out to
be a full day of surprisingly dry
rowing action.
A master of ceremonies was
present through each of the day's
events, both to keep the rowers motivated and to keep the
spectators entertained.
Seattle U crew president Samuel
Nelsen and coach Mike Welly
brought the team to Ergomania
2009 last Saturday to participate in

Garrett

Mukai

to enter as independent rowers, such as Olympic rower Brian

Volpenheim. Lower educational
levels were also represented, such
as Seattle private high school Holy
Names Academy.
The event began with men's
and women's hour-long rowing
events, followed by the 6000meter events, continuing with the
2000-meter individual races and
ending with the 2000-meter intercollegiate competition.
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu

The Spectator

Rowers compete in Ergomania at Seattle University. Computers
tracked the races and projected rowers' positions onto a screen.

Garrett Mukai

Katie cane be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu

and women's 6000-meter event
and the 60-minute long "Hour
ofPower."
The Erg machines dispelled the
competitors needs for large bodies
of water, substituting kilometers
of cyberspace for what would normally be a massive amount of the
wet stuff.
Progress was tracked via computers connected to each of the
machines, with each players position in the race displayed on large
projector screens in the middle of
the court.
On-site paramedics from
Swedish Health Center stood by
throughout the event, ready to
step in just in case rowers overtaxed
themselves by what the Seattle U
crew calls "over-erging."
In addition to Seattle U,
Washington State University, the
University of Washington and
Gonzaga were represented among
others. Rowers were also allowed

The Spectator

Kaila Najar participates in one of Ergomania's rowing events Saturday
at Connolly Center. Najar is a member of SU Crew.
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opinion

School closures weaken community
When the Seattle Public School District voted to close
five local schools, The Spectator and many other community
members held its breath at what seemed to be a last chance
for the district to prove its commitment to serve our community's children. But come last Thursday night, we were
left disappointed.
As the newspaper of an institution of higher education
committed to serving the needs of local school children
through programs such as the Children's Literacy Project, the
Treehouse Training Core and the Humanities for Teaching,
The Spectator has a vested interest in the state of public
schools. Our interest lies not merely in the volunteer opportunities our school has lost, but also in the vital role education
plays in the success of our community.
The closure of these schools, in which students are often
in foster care, receive reduced cost lunches or speak English
as a second language, translates to the temporary educational
homelessness of the most vulnerable children in our city. The
solution to this decision has been displacement. Students
from T.T. Minor will be moved to Lowell Elementary, rooting
hundreds of children from one of the most stable places they
could formerly depend on—the school system.
The Seattle Public School District is spinning these closures as attempts to make education better by consolidating
resources into schools that perform well. But overcrowded

schools do not serve students well.
Closing underachieving schools will cut costs, as Maria
Goodloe-Johnson, superintendent of public schools, wanted,
but it cuts costs that should not be up for negotiation. The
district projected the state will save $16 million over the next
five years, to help with the current deficit of $25 million. The
state is also debating whether to spend $ 150 million to update
the University of Washington Husky Stadium. The state's
financial hypocrisy reflects a preoccupation with immediate
profit, not long-term investment. Well-educated children are
the best commodity for a successful future.
If children are not the priority of the state, our fate as a
city and a county will not be as hopeful as some envision.
The economic stimulus plan leaders in Washington, D.C.
have produced is dependent on a nation united by high educational standards.
As volunteers who are familiar with the state of Seattle's
public education, Seattle U students know the issues many
schools struggle with—under funding, limited resources and
lack of support for often overworked teachers.
We cannot sit by and lament the school closures. Moments
such as these are a call to Seattle U students to live the social
justice we preach.
Follow the displaced students to their new schools and
continue to volunteer and continue to serve.
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Obama's first week: Bipartisanship is elusive
Volunteer Writer

forget about A 1 Franken, of course,
but for the time being, things are
looking pretty good.

When a mother says to her mischievous son, "Promise me you'll
look both ways when you cross the
street," it's no secret thatwhen little
Johnny crosses the street, he'll be
nose-deep in a comic book with
an ice cream sandwich melting
through his pocket. And he'll do it
during rush hour.
History (and human evolution)
has taught us that some promises
just can't be kept.
The promise of bipartisanship
that Americans once again gullibly
embraced is melting quicker than
Johnnys ice cream. This, however,
should not be surprising. Every
president campaigns on the fleeting
ideal of introducing a new wave of
compromise and mutual understanding. Thus, this promise being
unfulfilled is by no means the new
president's fault.
To be fair, Barack Obama doesn't
need to do much back scratching
when it comes to Congress. His
party has an overwhelming majority in the House. So large, that every Republican and 10 Democrats
voted against his stimulus bill, and
it didn't even cause the majority to
break a sweat. And he may soon enjoy the same convenience down the
hall if Judd Gregg becomes his new
Commerce Secretary. We mustn't

Therefore, whatever reason
you choose to attribute President
Obama's seemingly pointless fight
for a Henry Clay conclusion to his
first major congressional effort, he
is doing so all the same, and that
deserves commendation.
He started the week off with
a full plate. Among the things he
couldn't control: 65,000 jobs lost
just six days after he took the oath,
and he was informed that this
would push the unemployment
rate past an already alarming 7.2
percent. Asia realized it is seeing
problems curiously reminiscent of
a decade ago. And the tone of the
World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland was ominous at best.
Not to mention the "surprise" of
Wall Street's year-end bonuses.
The president did what he
could to maintain direction, however. He signed an order to close
Guantanamo Bay within a year
(though he has not yet figured out
where to put its tenants). He signed
fuel efficiency initiatives, cut the
former president's strings on giving
aid to non-governmental organizations, briefed his thus-far confirmed cabinet members and kept
his Blackfierry. He also drastically
changed the tone within theWhite
House, abolishing his predecessor's

Chris Jay

UWire

strict dress code by allowing himself
and others to enter the Oval Office
sans jacket and permitting meetings
to run well past their scheduled end
times.
Aside from allof these activities,
however, most ofhis time so far has
been spent on Capitol Hill gladhanding members of Congress to
conjure up support from the GOP
for his stimulus plan. Or at least
attempting to. While he did not
receive the bipartisan blessing that
was so tirelessly fought for, he didn't
seem too frustrated as he triumphantly headed back to the White
House after the House's passage.
Obama should continue nonetheless to seek bipartisanship.
Republicans are obviously bruised
and limping, but this is Washington,

after all. They're going to want some
new flavors in the Capitol's vending

machines sooner or later.
The president will find serious
hurdles, however, if he allows his
economic stimulus to become a
government stimulus and a Trojan
Horse for, "Oh gee, how'd that happen," protectionism. If his "Buy
American" clause is disproportionately emphasized, or his new
Treasury Secretary continues to say
publicly that China unfairly manipulates its currency, he'll find very
little support from anyone down the
street,

Republican

or not.

After all,

it is China that writes thechecks for
those new vending machines.

Chris can be reached at
jayc@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
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U.S. should model U.K.'s music piracy plan
Travis Andrews
The Daily Reveille, Louisiana
State University
UWlRE—Music is easy.
In its most basic sense, it is easy
to make: just whistle. It is easy to
hear: just listen. It is easy to find:
just go anywhere. It is easy to steal:
just download.
In fact, it is so easy to steal that
people argue whether stealing it is
even stealing.
Ridiculous commercials appear
before movies reminding us that
stealing cars and stealing music
is the same because some people
still claim that downloading music

without permission of the artist is
not stealing at all but actually good
for the artist.
Making the debate even more
difficult is the seemingly random sentences that have been
passed down for those who
have stolen songs, regardless of
whether it

"Butterfly"

Crazy Town's
Radiohead's "Fake

was

or

Plastic Trees."
In October 0f2007, a Minnesota
woman was fined $220,000 for
sharing 24 particular songs through
the KaZaa peer-to-peer client on
which she claimed not to have an
account, according to CNET.
That's $9,166 per song.

The $9,166 could buy a car.
It could buy a pony (or two)
It could buy six Macßooks.
Or one song.

$9,166 per song. The
$9,166 could buy
a car. It could buy a
pony. Or one song.
This

past

June, British police

arrested the founder and five users
of the extremely popular private
torrent server Oink.cd. Three of
these users were just given their
sentences: between 50 and 180
hours of community services and
court fees paid in full, according
to Pitchfork Media.
Without trying to claimAmerica
and Britain should hold the same
stance insofar as the legal system is
concerned, there does seem to be
a major discrepancy here.
Paying $9,166 per song, 24
times over, for accidentally seeding
music on a peer-to-peer program
does not compare to community
service for belonging to a private
server whose only purpose was to
share music.

It's like a sun is to a light bulb.
It's the same concept, but
the two have almost nothing in
common.
And one obviously makes more
sense.
Of course downloading music
from the Internet and not paying
for it is stealing, but at what point
do we seriously start comparing it
to Grand Theft Auto as our prepreview commercials in movie
theaters across the country do so
often?
I guess about 16 months ago.
If a crime is committed by millions upon millions of people on
a daily basis, does it cease to be a
crime? Of course not.
But it does become far harder
to track and stop, and randomly
plucking people out of
Minnesota and sticking them
with bills higher than a Porsche
911 s price tag is senseless and pathetic and will not deter anyone.
While it's terrifying to think you
could be next, it's far too removed
from the reality of a normal 20something or teenager sitting in
his or her room, desperate to hear
Kanye West's "Heartless" or Taylor
Swift's "Love Story."
There doesn't seem to be a real
reason for fear.
But if community service was

the penalty, and if it started being handed out like candy on
Halloween, we might think twice
about grabbing free tunes. And it
makes sense—doing work for a few
hours for taking something that
someone else spent a few hours

UWIRE—The House of
Representatives version of the
$800 billion-plus stimulus package contains provisions that raise
the maximum amount undergraduate college students can borrow in
unsubsidized Stafford Loans to
$8,000 from $6,000 through a

four-year period. Although deliberations are ongoing, this $2,000
increase is currently absent from
the Senate version of the bill.
With cooperation from college and university officials, the
provision could ease troubles

students face in obtaining college
financing.
Student groups across the country are urging the Senate not to
incorporate any increases in the
amount students can borrow because they fear it could act as an
excuse for higher education institutions and states to raise tuition.
Simply put, students do not trust
the reaction of their colleges and
universities if the provision makes
it into law.
Those institutions are nevertheless going to raise tuition, increase in
federal dollars or not. And students
are already seeing federal loans and
grants not pace with tuition and fee

But,

as it

stands

it's a

now,

twisted form of utilitarianism.
One person gets punished for all
our sins, and

we

all live

on,

down-

don. Because we have no reason
not to.

One person gets

punished for all our
sins and we all live on,

They still claim the

rates.
Frankly, the way it is doesn't
bother me too much.
But I sure as hell bet it bothers
the Minnesota woman who may
be working the rest of her natural
life just to pay off a CD and a half
worth of songs.
Travis can be reached at
tandrews@lsureveille.com

But federal lawmakers should
also consider other moves to ease

Student groups fear

increased federal aid

Its nicknames are City of
Bridges and Steel City.

downloading away.

The Daily Editorial Board can be
reached at cbenson@mn.daily,
com

time of crisis.

It smells like failing indus-

try.

will raise tuition.

ingly unreliable due to the credit
freeze. This $2,000 increase would
ensure students still have adequate
resources available to them in this

We're in a recession.

loading away with reckless aban-

the economic stress students are
facing. Easing term limits and
finding ways to offer more subsidized loans are just two examples. If
these provisions are to be enacted,
colleges and universities will need
to be responsible in working with
them.
Matching increases in borrowing limits with increases in tuition
will cause our students even more
harm, effectively making the intentions of this provision a disservice
to all students.

increases, resulting in them turning
to private options that are increas-

Super

working on.

Senate should support federal student aid
Editorial Board
Minnesota Daily

Reasons Pittsburgh isn't

Pi-

And the Penguins.

Most people coufdnf
point to it on a map. I
-

Name five

reasons why

you'd travel there.

It's not listed in Sir Mixalot's song, "Jump On

It."

Jr

Jr

Who wantsto live around
all that steel?

It's not Philly.

Arts and Sciences networking grows, adapts
Caitlin King
Volunteer Writer
It's 8 o'clock Monday morning,
and I have two options. Either die
a slow death without caffeine or
take my chances in the Pigott coffee line, an event that never quite
seems to have less than 50 people

attending.
As if walking into the three-layered observation tower isn't enough,
the overwhelming display boards of
networking opportunities, job info
sessions, career planning advice and
internship postings is just enough
for a sociology major like me to
have a minor breakdown that usually results into a "what am I going
do with my life" meltdown.
You all know what I'm talking
about. The emphasis placed on letting Albers students know they have
a future is, by no mistake, an effort
made by the Albers administration
to

and some student clubs. Every
other major at Seattle University is
basically left to fend for themselves.
Divided we stand.
Take for example Alpha Kappa
Psi, our renowned business frat on
campus. One of the core concepts
of Alpha Kappa Psi is to allow students the opportunity to network
with professionals and Seattle U
alumni in the community. I cannot stress how valuable this opportunity could be for all students at
Seattle U. Lets get past the valuable
social and educational experiences
we have here—we come to college
to get a job.
Maybe it's just the way a student
at Albers' future is marketed that
makes it appear more opportunistic
than other schools. The possibility
that individual majors and schools
have networking opportunities and
career opportunities is more than
likely. I'm sure our professors and

advisers have great connections on
local, national and international
levels.

Get past the social and

academic experiences

we have—we come

to get a job.
But why aren't we force-fed
this information while we are still
in school? Studies show that 80
percent of jobs are not posted but
rather created through networking
opportunities and internships. This
goes for all jobs, not just those in
the business sphere.
In my own insecurity and for
the sake of reducing yours, I have
researched, and by no surprise,

found resources that Seattle U has
for these very networking opportunities I speak of.
Solution 1: Join SAA. For one,
the student organization Student
Alumni Ambassadors (SAA) has
taken new steps to give students
in all majors the tools to network with the university's alumni
and friends. SAA has an advantage as an organization because
it coordinates and attends all
alumni events. Tell me it's not a
networking opportunity.
Picture this: You're in a room
with hundreds of employers in all
ranges of professions who happen
to support the betterment of this
university. This is a networking
opportunity. Now you might ask,
how do I even begin to strike up
a conversation with one of these
prestigious members of our community? Keep reading.
Solution 2: Visit the Career

Center. The Career Center is another great resource all students
can use to sharpen their business
skills. Whether it's preparing for an
interview, creating or revising your
resume, making business cards or
developing those extremely important etiquette and professional
skills, the Career Center is there
for the betterment of your professional profile. Even more, the
Career Center is a great networking
tool for connecting employers and
Seattle U alumni with undergrads
and grad students alike.
Now that I've inspired you all
to be professional and proactive
in your after-college job hunt, I'm
going to encourage you to forget
about the state of our current economy and just roll with the punches.
Happy Hunting.
Caitlin can be reached at
kingcl @seattleu.edu

lastlooks
Suspicious Circumstance
February 1, 6:15 p.m.

Int'l Dinner unites nations of the world

A student reported to Public
Safety that she had received
several harassing phone calls
from an unknown person. The
calls had been made fromseveral
different phone numbers but the
caller remained the same. Public
Safety assisted the student with
reporting the incident to Seattle
Police Department.
Medical Assistance
February 1,8:20 p.m.
Public Safetyand Seattle Fire Department responded to a student
suffering severe abdominal pain,
difficulty standing and difficulty
breathing. Seattle Fire Department advised the student to rest
and if the symptoms didn't improve to follow up with a doctor
in the morning.
Auto Prowl
February 1, 9:30 a.m.
Public Safety responded to three
affiliate vehicles and five more
non-affiliate vehicles, all parked
on 13th Avenue and two parked
in a campus parking lot. A window had been smashed out in
each vehicle. All vehicles appeared to have been rummaged
through and the glove boxes
gone through.
Suspicious Circumstance
January 30,10:55 p.m.
PublicSafety observed two woman students with open containers
on the MVA patio. Public Safety
contacted the students, identified
them and had them discard the
alcohol. Public Safety advised
Housing and Residence Life of
the incident.
Alcohol
February 1, 3:30 a.m.
Public Safety witnessed two students helping another student
into theresident hall. The student
exhibited severe signs of intoxication. Seattle Rre Department
evaluated the student and did
not feel that the student needed
further medical attention.

Narcotics
January 31,1:00 am.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life staff responded
to a burning odorconsistent with
marijuana on the thirdfloor ofBeilarmine. Contact was made and
a room safety inspection was
conducted. The incident was forwarded to the Student Conduct
system.

This year's International Dinner, hosted by the International Student Center, celebrated a night of multicultural food, song and dance.
Attendees were treated with performances from Brazil, Japan, Korea, Latin America, India and Korea. All photos by Garrett Mukai.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

Athletics promos down post Jan. 1 16 I Drama alumnus 'Counts the Ways'
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